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Abstract 
 
This project is about the conflict between the Brazilian government and the indigenous people in 
the Brazilian Amazon in the context of the construction of the Belo Monte Dam. The conflict 
originates in the indigenous people’s fear that the dam will destroy their livelihoods, while the 
Brazilian government insists that Belo Monte is a necessary part of improving the Brazilian 
infrastructure. The focus in this project is on the indigenous protest-movement and how they in this 
movement are both constructing and making use of their ethnic identity. This will be described and 
analysed in relation to globalisation, with a special emphasis on the role of political globalisation 
and new media. The analysis will be conducted through a qualitative analysis of the discourses used 
by the indigenous people and of how these relates to new ways of gaining influence as a result of 
increased globalisation. 
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Chapter 1.  
 
Introduction 
The case in this project is the conflict between the indigenous people of the Brazilian Amazon and 
the Brazilian government, in the context of the construction of the Belo Monte dam. The indigenous 
communities argue that the dam will destroy their livelihoods and will pose a threat to their culture, 
while the Brazilian government maintains that the dam is necessary to satisfy the country’s growing 
demand for energy. The focus in this project will be on how the indigenous are responding to the 
process of constructing the dam, what means they are using in their protest and how they are 
constructing their ethnic identity through this protest. All this will be analysed in relation to current 
trends caused by globalisation. 
 
Problem Area 
The Belo Monte dam is situated in the Brazilian state Pará along the Xingu River. It is a 
hydroelectric dam planned by the Brazilian federal government and the commercial industry Norte 
Enegía which has hired the Consortium for Construction of Belo Monte  (CCBM) consisting of ten 
companies, to take over civil and engineering constructions of the dam. It is a national energy 
project aiming at supporting Brazilian goals of implementing additional sustainable energy and 
thereby satiating the growing demand for energy (Brazilian government, 2011).   
In regards to the building of the Belo Monte dam, there has since the beginning of the construction 
existed several groups opposing the implementation of this project. These groups predominantly 
consist of surrounding communities, such as different indigenous tribes, people living in nearby 
municipalities and NGOs. The people in the area rely on the rainforest and the river for food and 
transportation and fear that the dam will flood the area with irreparable consequences for the 
surrounding environment (Belomonteofilme, 2012). Additionally, with the relocation of these 
communities and the flooding of their lands, the indigenous claim that they will not only lose their 
housing but also their culture and identity, as these are closely linked to the area that they live in 
(Belomonteofilme, 2012). 
They also do not believe that the ones responsible for the construction are living up to established 
agreements about the standards of the process of the construction, which makes them fear for their 
future even more. The communities directly impacted by the construction, like the Juruna and the 
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Arara communities (Amazonwatch, 2010), are receiving much support from organisations ranging 
from Amazon Watch  to the UN, as well as attention from international mass media, European 
politicians and Hollywood celebrities (Amazonwatch, 2011; BBC, 2012). This largely has to do 
with the way the indigenous tribes have and are going about their protests - travelling to Europe, 
making online petitions and using social media platforms (Belomonteofilme, 2012; Planete 
Amazone, 2012). In the process around the building of the Belo Monte dam, local communities, 
often labeled by both official authorities, NGOs, the academic communities and themselves as 
“natives”, “Indians” or “indigenous”, seem to have participated in the protest movement to an 
extent not seen before. Their status as indigenous and the perception of them having a unique and 
endangered culture is often emphasised and used as legitimation of their arguments 
(Belomonteofilme, 2012). 
Even though the concept of indigenous people is widely recognised and a powerful element in the 
struggle for power over natural resources, the use of it can be highly problematic. First of all, the 
definition of indigenous and who gets to call themselves indigenous is nothing natural or self-
evident. On the contrary it is often a political issue involving the power of classifying and 
representing individuals and groups (Igoe, 2006). When groups try to gain representation, special 
rights and protection against external interests in the areas they live in, proclaiming themselves as 
“indigenous” can be an effective means of achieving this (Igoe, 2006). Indigenous people are 
usually recognised as having special rights in reference to the protection of the environment and the 
right to natural resources. Also, their cultures are perceived to be something that should be 
protected and preserved (UNDESA, 2007; 2009). An example of this is the UN's Declaration on the 
Rights of Indigenous Peoples and the way the presence of “indigenous” people in the Amazon is 
used by NGOs opposing the building of the Belo Monte dam (Belomonteofilme, 2012). Instead of 
merely working on a local level, the indigenous people protesting against the Belo Monte dam are 
trying to create international pressures on the Brazilian government in order to have them respect 
the UN declarations that Brazil has signed regarding indigenous rights as well as the indigenous 
rights that are included in the Brazilian constitution (Belomonteofilme, 2012). The indigenous 
people, along with the NGOs and other actors opposing to the construction of Belo Monte have 
attempted in engaging people all over the world in their case and have mainly done so through new 
information technologies, for example twitter, facebook, short films and homemade documentaries 
(Planète Amazone, 2012; Belomonteofilme, 2012). However, this only seems to have been 
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successful to a limited extent, and only in specific countries, as for example France. The indigenous 
people of the Amazon are therefore a prime example of how marginalized people employ new 
media technology in an increasingly globalised world where politics and social movements operate 
on an international arena.  
The case of the indigenous people and their fight against the Belo Monte Dam is a highly relevant 
issue in several aspects. Firstly, their way of protesting and using the media can be seen as 
illustrating new ways of doing politics and gaining influence in a globalised world. An example of 
this is how indigenous leaders have travelled to Europe in an attempt to gain international support, 
written statements and arranged meetings with politicians instead of entrusting their representation 
to governmental bodies. (Belomonteofilme, 2012) Furthermore, globalisation is often perceived to 
either even out cultural differences and lead to a form of homogenous culture or on the contrary to 
incite and strengthen ethnic identities at the expense of national loyalties (Heywood, 2007, p. 144). 
How the indigenous people in the Amazon interact with the international community and are both 
affected by and using globalisation might give an idea of the relationship between an increasingly 
globalised world and cultural and ethnic identities. What’s more is that this case differs greatly from 
previous cases in that the process of opposition by indigenous tribes touch base with contemporary 
methods of political action. Using new media and NGOs to gain publicity, the indigenous people 
are reaching international audiences and gain the opportunity to describe the conflict from their 
perspective and question the legitimacy of the actions of Brazil. At the same time they are pleading 
for help and requesting both states and individuals to take action in order to stop the construction. 
Dissatisfaction with the actions of the democratically elected government of Brazil has made the 
indigenous people to attempt to bring in international actors in this national conflict.  
 
       Research Question 
- How are the indigenous people of the Brazilian Amazon responding to the construction of the 
Belo Monte dam and how is their response being influenced by globalisation in the context of 
political globalisation and new media?  
 
Working Questions 
- Has globalisation changed the way people organise themselves politically and try to obtain social 
changes and how is this reflected or exemplified in the case of the indigenous people? 
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- Can these developments be considered to represent a possible emergence of a “global 
democracy”? 
- Has globalisation affected the way people make use of their identity, as for example indigenous 
people in the Brazilian Amazon, and if so how? 
 
Ch 2. - Theory and concept discussion  
 
In this chapter we will define and explain the different theories we will use in this project. We will 
furthermore define the different concepts used and explain our understanding of terms such as 
democracy and modernity. This chapter will start out with an explanation and discussion of the 
concept of indigenous and ethnicity. These two terms are closely related, but we will mostly focus 
on the specific usages of the term indigenous and then have a more theoretical discussion of the 
different understandings of ethnicity and why ethnic identities emerge. We will then define the term 
“new media” and “mass media” and from there move on to a discussion of the term “globalisation” 
and introduce various theories concerning globalisation. Among these are Anthony Gidden’s theory 
on time-space compression and Ulrich Beck’s theory about sub-politics and the risk-society. These 
theories were chosen since they provide an explanatory model for many of the tendencies we have 
observed throughout our research. Our main focus in this section will be on political and to some 
extent cultural globalisation. To put the above mentioned concepts and theories into a broader 
context we will shortly describe our understanding of democracy and modernity. 
Common to all the concepts described here, is that the meaning of them is both ambiguous and 
contested. There is no clear-cut definition of them, and sometimes the understandings of them are 
even contradictory. We have however tried to suggest a definition of the concepts, or at least 
clarified how we understand and use them. 
 
The concept of “indigenous” 
The confusion surrounding the concept of indigenous and indigenous people, despite their 
widespread use, might be illustrated with the example of the United Nations (the UN). Even though 
the UN has been working with indigenous issues for decades, no UN body has ever adopted an 
official definition (UNDESA, 2009, p. 4). However, the working definition is usually accepted to 
be as the following: 
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“Indigenous communities, peoples and nations are those which, having a historical continuity with 
pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that developed on their territories, consider themselves 
distinct from other sectors of the societies now prevailing on those territories, or parts of them. 
They form at present non-dominant sectors of society and are determined to preserve, develop and 
transmit to future generations their ancestral territories, and their ethnic identity, as the basis of 
their continued existence as peoples, in accordance with their own cultural patterns, social 
institutions and legal system...” (Cobo, 1986, cited in UNDESA, 2009, p. 4) As it is seen here, the 
emphasis is on an historical and culturally based relationship to land and territory, and a cultural 
identity founded on this relation. Furthermore, concepts as ancestry, language and significantly the 
idea of self-identification are highlighted, as expressed in the following quote: “On an individual 
basis, an indigenous person is one who belongs to these indigenous populations through self-
identification as indigenous (group consciousness) and is recognized and accepted by these 
populations as one of its members (acceptance by the group)” (Cobo, 1986, cited in UNDESA, 
2009, p. 4). 
It has so far been impossible for the UN Working Group on Indigenous People to reach an 
agreement on a formal definition of indigenous people, and both government delegations and 
indigenous organizations have stated that such a definition might not be desirable or necessary 
(UNDESA, 2009, p. 4). Instead, self-identification is emphasized, the decisive factor being whether 
people identify themselves as indigenous or not (UNDESA, 2009, p. 4-5). However, this also 
suggests that the concept of indigenous people is not a natural and self-given concept but that it is 
rather a social construction, which has emerged in a specific context (Martinussen, 1997, pp. 320-
330). That a distinction between indigenous and non-indigenous people is seen as necessary first of 
all reflects historical events. Especially the widespread colonisation of the “developing countries” 
was decisive, even though indigenous people can be found all over the world (UNDESA, 2009, 
p.1). Resistance from the original occupants against assimilation in the meeting with occupying 
forces together with the underprivileged position of certain ethnic groups mean that some people 
still perceive of themselves as being culturally distinctive from the majority of the population in 
their home country, and they therefore claim the label “indigenous” (UNDESA, 2009, Tauli-
Corpuz, 2008). Nevertheless, indigenous people have not always been living in the area or state 
longer than the rest of the population. They instead base their identification as indigenous on claims 
of a more original or ancient culture (Igoe, 2006). 
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During the last forty years, especially the UN has had an ever-increasing focus on indigenous 
peoples and their rights. This culminated in the establishment of the Permanent Forum on 
Indigenous Issues in 2000 and finally the adoption of the Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples by the General Assembly of the UN in 2007 (UNDESA. 2009, p. 1-4). The increasing 
focus on indigenous people might reflect several different aspects. One of them could be a growing 
focus and acknowledgement of cultural diversity and minority culture’s need for protection. 
(UNDESA, 2007) This is both manifested through for example UN-declarations and the shift 
towards development strategies and discourses with a focus on so-called “alternative development”, 
centered on civil society and cultural differences (Martinussen, 1997, pp. 289-295). The change of 
focus gives indigenous groups better opportunities to be heard and to receive recognition for the 
abuse and discrimination they have been exposed to. However, the increasing focus on indigenous 
issues and the way the concept is understood might also reflect more problematic aspects. When the 
foundation for a recognition as indigenous is self-identification, and every native ethnic minority in 
principle can claim this label, the idea and concept might be diluted and lose some of its meaning. It 
furthermore becomes vulnerable to abuse. The status as indigenous entitles a group to a number of 
special rights and privileges, ranging from special and exclusive access to attractive natural 
resources to the right to almost unlimited self-determination, free from government interference 
(UNDESA, 2007, p. 4). It could therefore be a strategic move to claim the status as indigenous. The 
sudden rise in the number of self-proclaimed indigenous communities in the Brazilian Amazon 
during the last decades (Rohter, 2010, p. 211), despite of the recurrent claims of their obliteration 
(Rohter, 2010) might reflect the increased self-awareness among local communities, and an 
increased awareness of the benefits they obtain as “indigenous”. It should nevertheless be stated 
that even though the status as indigenous officially entitle you to special rights, this is not 
synonymous with actually obtaining them (Tauli-Corpuz, 2008). 
 
The concept of “ethnicity” 
The concept of indigenous can be seen as a variation of the idea of ethnicity; both touch upon 
aspects as culture, kinship, language, territory and religion and have these as their defining elements 
(UNDESA, 2009, p. 4; Hutchinson and Smith, 2009). Likewise, the discussion of the definition of 
ethnicity reflects many of the same disagreements and incommensurable standpoints as the debates 
surrounding the indigenous identity. The conflict is essentially based on whether one sees culture, 
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ethnicity and identity as stable, primordial and “natural” phenomenon (Martinussen, 1997, p. 324), 
or on the other hand as social constructs, developing over time and changing with the context. 
Implicit in this understanding of ethnic identity is often the idea that ethnic features as language, 
religion and territorial belonging only become truly significant if they are used as a foundation for 
“awareness creation and social mobilisation” (Martinussen, 1997, p. 324). An implicit aspect of 
these conflicting perceptions is whether ethnicity grants you special rights and recognition in 
accordance with your ethnic belonging. If ethnicity is natural and unchangeable this must entail that 
ethnic groups have special rights, but if they are perceived to be social constructions, this is not 
necessarily so (Martinussen, 1997, p. 325.). The perception of ethnicity as a natural and historical 
phenomenon, based on ancient ties of kinship and language is to some extent represented in the 
UN’s definition of ethnicity. Among other things this definition mentions “[c]ommon ancestry with 
the original occupants of these lands” and “[o]ccupation of ancestral lands, or at least of part of 
them” as what defines an indigenous group (UNDESA, 2009, p. 4). In this paper we will on the 
other hand use the contrasting view, perceiving ethnicity as a social construction and a sort of 
imagined community, highly depending on the context. It is thus also something which changes, 
evolves and is prompted by different factors. We will later in this section give examples of 
conditions which can foster the construction or reinforcement of ethnicity. Ethnicity can, according 
to Paul Brass, also be defined by three different sets of characteristics. These are either objective, 
subjective or behavioral (Brass, 1991, p. 18). The objective approach focuses on distinguishable 
cultural features as language, religion, dress, traditions etc., whereas the subjective approach sees it 
as depending on a subjective feeling and self-consciousness of one's ethnicity. Finally, the 
behavioural approach assumes that ethnic groups have specific, unique ways of behaving. These 
ways are mainly visible in the meeting with other groups; it is through interaction that the 
significant differences are revealed (Brass, 1991, p. 18). As it can be seen, all these three 
perceptions are represented in the way the UN understands indigenous, although some are more 
prominent than others. Several theories on ethnicity and the formation and production of this have 
been formulated. One of them is the theory by the social anthropologist Fredrik Barth, concerning 
the construction of ethnic identities and ethnic divisions. According to Barth, ethnic identities are 
not only constructed and imagined, but also voluntarily and chosen (Martinussen, 1997, p. 325). 
They might nevertheless still be experienced as both given and fixed entities by people sharing 
what are seen as ethnic characteristics (Martinussen, 1997, p. 325). For Barth, the important 
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questions to ask is both under what conditions ethnic communities and identities are constructed, 
but also how their boundaries are maintained and how people interact both within and among ethnic 
communities (Martinussen, 1997, p. 325). This can be linked with our focus on the indigenous 
people of the Amazon, and the way their culture is utilized and constructed through their resistance 
against commercial activities in the Amazon. Just as Barth, Paul Brass rejects a primordialist or 
essentialist understanding of ethnicity in favour of an instrumentalist approach (Brass, 1991, p. 16). 
According to Brass, the occurrence of ethnic communities is far from inevitable; on the contrary 
they emerge under specific circumstances (Brass, 1991, 13), and often reflect conflicting interests 
within a society (Martinussen, 1997, p. 326). The connection between a conflict of interests and the 
formation or reshaping of ethnic identities is according to Brass so strong that ethnic groups mainly 
should be perceived as political movements or interest groups (Martinussen, 1997, 325). This is 
especially so when ethnic identities are used to make political claims for e.g. territory, special 
privileges and natural resources (Brass, 1991, p. 19).  Significantly, Brass emphasises how ethnic 
groups are not just political movements, but political movements created and used by elites in their 
attempt to seize power and gain control with land and resources (Martinussen, 1997, p. 325).  This 
theory nevertheless, does not entail that culture and ethnicity do not exist before an elite group 
might find interest in it. Quite the contrary, Brass states that the manipulation by elite groups are 
most effective and successful when it is combined with people who actually experience competition 
or even conflict with people from other ethnic groups (Martinussen, 1997, p. 327.) Likewise, it has 
been emphasised within development theories focusing on ethnicity how a systematic disfavouring 
of some ethnic categories can trigger them to become active political groups (Martinussen, 1997, p. 
330). The idea of ethnicity and struggles for rights based on ethnic claims as instruments for elites 
competing for resources is interesting. Even if it might not be clear which, if any, elite is using the 
indigenous struggle in Brazil, it might still be useful to ask who benefits from upsurges in ethnic 
awareness. There have for example been cases of bribing of indigenous leaders and representatives 
who were originally fighting against the Belo Monte, but are now supporting the project 
(Belomonteofilme, 2012). Using this theory in analysing the indigenous communities in Brazil is 
thus not the same as claiming that they do not experience abuse and discrimination, but it shows 
how some groups might take advantage of this mistreatment. A final aspect of Brass’s theory about 
ethnicity is the differentiation between ethnic categories or groups, ethnic communities and nations 
(Martinussen, 1997, p. 325). According to this theory, and ethnic category or group only transforms 
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into a genuine ethnic community and “become politicised and start acting as separate entities if 
and when an elite perceive a self-interest in appealing for support on the basis of ethnic 
characteristics” (Martinussen, 1997, p. 325). If an ethnic community furthermore begins to make 
demands for the entire group as a whole (instead of just for the elite) represented by certain 
organisations, it will become an actual nation (Martinussen, 1997, p. 326). This theory is interesting 
in regards to the indigenous communities in the Amazon, since it poses the question of how to 
define these people? According to this theory, the indigenous people might actually constitute a 
nation since they make political claims for independence and rights to resources, and are 
furthermore represented by specific organisations and individuals (Planete Amazone, 2012; 
International Rivers, 2010). However, this leaves a big questions on where to draw the boundaries 
for these indigenous nations? The Amazon is inhabited by many different groups which often do 
not share many of the characteristics you usually use to identify ethnic groups (Survival 
International). We have therefore chosen to use the term “community” in this project when referring 
to the specific groups, as for example the Kayapo. “Community” is by the Oxford Dictionary 
defined as “all the people who live in a particular area, country, etc. when talked about as a 
group”, “a group of people who share the same religion, race, job, etc.” or “the feeling of sharing 
things and belonging to a group in the place where you live” (Oxford University Press, 2011). The 
term “community” is thus adequate to describe the individual indigenous groups of the Amazon, 
who, within their separate groups, share things as territory, language and religion and furthermore 
have a shared feeling of belonging (Countries and their Cultures; Gesellschaft für Bedrohte Völker, 
2007). When referring to the indigenous in general we use the term “people’’. 
 
Media 
New media is a fleeting and unstable term. The idea of the concepts of new and old are structuralist. 
If an object is to be considered new, another object has to be deemed old and in the rapid 
development of technology of this day and time, the label of outdated is a promiscuous lover. We 
will, nevertheless, refer to the idea of new media. When speaking of new media we will use the 
definition of Terry Flew. He defines new media as media that combines computing and information 
technology (IT), communication networks and digitized media and information content (Flew, 2005, 
p.2). This boils down to the use of the Internet (the world wide web) and all forms of information 
shared through this medium, such as videos, images, essays, reports, articles, audio and more. The 
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importance of the new medium of Internet is that it provides a mean to separate social interactions 
from time and space to a much greater degree than ever before possible. The term disembedding by 
Giddens is explanatory of one of the effects of this development. According to Giddens, 
disembedding refers to the fact that, because of technological advances, social actors are no longer 
embedded in their immediate surroundings when it comes to social interaction or participation in 
social systems. Social relations are no longer confined to local contexts (Giddens, 1990). This 
technological progress enables different actors to interact with each other across indefinite spans of 
time-space. That is to say, social systems at an international level are made accessible for all 
individuals with access to the Internet.    
The concept of mass media refers to mediums with the possibility (in principle) of reaching a 
plurality of recipients (Thompson, 1995). O’sullivan categorise mass media as the following: 
newspapers, radio and television are major sources of information, ideas and images concerning 
events which takes place beyond our immediate social milieu.” (O’sullivan and Jewkes, 1997, p. 
28). Other media that could be included in that list include books, movies and magazines. Although 
any form of text, imagery or audio is now available for an individual to release to a large amount of 
recipients outside their social milieu through the use of new media. So another important distinction 
between “classic” mass media and new media needs to be made. “Classical” mass media is 
confined to certain institutional framework, as Thompsons puts it: the development of mass 
communication is inseparable from the development of the media industries (Thompson, 1995, p. 
27) whereas new media opens up the possibility for individuals to produce and distribute 
information to an international audience without the interaction of institutions. 
 
Globalisation 
The term “globalisation” has in the last decades grown extremely popular and is used in highly 
different contexts (Heywood, 2007). Some claim that it has been used so often and in so many 
different contexts that it has lost its meaning altogether. (Sengupta, 2001) Most social scientists do 
however agree that globalisation is a part of the modern or possibly post-modern age, although 
some social scientist question whether globalisation is a real thing at all, or state that it is far from a 
new phenomenon (Bilton et al., 2002). Some has described globalisation as “the universalization of 
modernity” (Robertson, 1992 in Robinson, 2008). This indicates that industrialisation, 
differentiation between the public and private sphere, the emergence of the nation-state and 
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increasing rationalisation have spread to the rest of the world (Bilton et al., 2002, p. 27). A useful 
way of conceptualising globalisation could be to describe it as a “complex set of processes”, which 
can be both overlapping and oppositional, but in some way or the other lead to a “borderless world” 
(Heywood, 2007, p. 143). This both refers to state borders becoming less important, and to the fact 
that divisions based on time and space are increasingly insignificant (Heywood, 2007, p. 143). 
When working with globalisation, it can be helpful to divide it into an economic and a non-
economic part (Sengupta, 2001, p. 3). The economic part covers the increasingly 
interconnectedness between national economies, to the degree that you can actually talk about the 
emergence of a “global economy” and the growing significance of transnational corporations 
(Bilton et al., 2002). The non-economic part of globalisation covers the socio-cultural, political and 
historical aspects of globalisation (Sengupta, 2001, p. 3). These might for example refer to 
international and global political authorities as the UN and NATO and the way mass media and 
international companies help spread the same culture and the same products all over the world, thus 
creating a “global culture” (Bilton et al., 2002).  These two kinds of globalisations are of course 
interconnected, but in our paper we will mainly focus on the non-economic aspect of globalisation, 
since our focus to a large degree is on the way ethnicity and culture are used in a global context and 
on analysing the way globalisation affects political processes and communication. An example of 
the relevance of the socio-cultural and political aspect in regards to our project is the history of the 
term indigenous. The concept has above all gained recognition and attention because the UN has 
made a declaration of the rights of indigenous people (UNDESA, 2007). This decision, which to a 
large extent took place without the involvement of specific nations, nevertheless has consequences 
for both the Brazilian state and the indigenous people on a local level. In the same way, the UN’s 
understanding of indigenous people might affect the way indigenous people in the Amazon behave 
and perceive themselves, since the identity as indigenous now grants them special rights – if they fit 
into this definition. A global political process thus has consequences on a very local level. 
A few approaches that are essential in the analysis of globalisation are the theories of global culture, 
time, space and place, often associated with Anthony Giddens (Robinson, 2008) and Ulrich Beck’s 
theory about sub-politics and “the risk society”. These theories mostly focus on the non-economic 
aspects of globalisation and can be said to belong to the theories concerning global culture. 
Theories on global culture sees the world as becoming more and more like a “global village” where 
people all over the world are brought together by the Internet, transnational media corporations, 
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international tourism and an increasingly global culture (Bilton et al., 2002). A part of this is 
Giddens’ idea of a “compression” of the world, including a separation of time and space, a 
disembedding of social systems and a reflexive ordering of social relations (Bilton et al., 2002). 
This entails that people no longer are confined to the physical space they are in, but can 
communicate and interact with people all over the world, and in this way create what he calls a 
“virtual space” (Robinson, 2008). When people no longer are restricted to one physical place, it 
opens up for global social movements and sympathies and involvement reaching across national 
borders. The growing public access to new media forms also makes it possible for ordinary people 
to spread their message, critique the prevailing orders and advocate for social changes (Bilton et al., 
2002). Even though there is a broad consensus that mass media and the Internet make it possible to 
spread messages and ideologies globally, this does not necessarily lead to a homogeneous, global 
culture (Bilton et al., 2002). First of all, the whole notion of a global culture can be seen to be a 
contradiction. A culture is usually understood as being based on a sense of communality, history 
and heritage, and the idea of a truly global culture is therefore impossible (Smith, 1992 in Bilton et 
al., 2002). Furthermore, the spread of a more uniform, and often Western, culture is often perceived 
to evoke resistance and countermovements; globalisation is thus believed to be the reason for a 
renewed focus on ethnicity, traditions and local culture (Bilton et al., 2002). Globalisation is also 
often believed to change the political process, both on a local and global level (Bilton et al., 2002). 
It is often claimed that the growth of transnational organisations,as for example the UN and NATO, 
is undermining state sovereignty and the entire concept of the nation-state, yet this might be a hasty 
conclusion. It can for example be argued that Brazil has actually gained more power as a state 
because of their growing role on the international stage due to it’s prospering economic 
development as a state in the last decade. Another relevant issue of the relationship between 
globalisation and the political process is the growing significance of global movements and single-
issue politics (Bilton et al., 2002). These new tendencies reflect the way power is perceived to be 
“leaking upwards and outwards” (Bilton et al., 2002), giving social movements,as the one created 
by the indigenous people in Brazil,more opportunities to gain attention and influence on both a 
local and international level. 
We will below give a more detailed description of political globalisation and how this has changed 
the political process. In regards to political globalisation we will focus on the concept of “sub-
politics”. In our project we will investigate through which means the indigenous communities of 
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Brazil try to stage political action, many of these means appear to be non-parliamentary. The 
concept of sub-politics revolves around other ways to gain political power than through state 
institutions and therefore appears applicable to our case. Nevertheless, to explain sub-politics we 
first need to define some concepts that have propelled this development of non-democratic political 
action. 
The composer of the term sub-politics,Ulrich Beck,believes that the unthinkable has happened. He 
argues that a new form of society has risen without the manifestation of a revolution. Western 
societies have gone from what he refers to as the first modernity1 to a second modernity. The 
growth of wealth has produced new types of problems, and more importantly reactions towards 
these problems have also changed. This new type of problems he calls “risks”. Risk is an integral 
part of industrial society. In order to produce material by industrial means certain hazards arise. In 
“industrial modernity” (the first modernity) these risks do not become public issues or a part of 
political debate because the industries legitimise the threats produced as “side-effects” to means of 
gaining wealth, progress and development for society. When the dangers of industries become too 
large and certain social safeguards (such as social security, labour laws and two earner families) are 
present in society, industries can no longer legitimise the hazards they produce, and risks become a 
public domain. Industries evolve into producers of threats and industrial society becomes socially 
and politically problematic. A change in perception occurs, the individuals of industrial society 
become self-confrontational in regards to the risks caused by industrial society. This change is what 
Ulrich Beck describes as the change from “industrial modernity” to “reflexive modernity” or “risk 
society”. Considering industrial societies are creating risks all around the world, individuals of 
reflexive modernity are not only confronting risk locally but also in a global sense. This shift is 
important to highlight because it is explanatory in regards to the prevailing discourse of sub-politics 
on an international level (Beck et al., 1994). The notions of the reflexive society are to a large 
extent influencing the discourse of the global public sphere (Beck, 1999. p. 101). The 
delegitimization of industrial actions and the transnationality of  risks have created an assertion that 
does not only pertain to risks: it is legitimate and necessary for states and non-state actors to 
                                                          
1 Modernity is a term most often used to refer to the political, social and economic consequences of industrial 
civilization. The term can include many different assumptions of the effects of industrial civilization on the social 
sphere. In this context the most important feature of modernity is the idea that (the first) modernity is characterized by 
“Methodological nationalism: society and state were conceived, organized and experienced as coextensive” (Beck, 
2000, p. 64) 
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become involved in the so-called domestic affairs of other states (Beck, 2005. p. 241). As the 
sociologist Giddens describes it “Risk is the mobilizing dynamic of a society bent on change, that 
wants to determine its own future…” (Giddens, 1999. p. 24).  
The combination of individuals wanting to determine their own future, the global risks intertwined 
with industrial society (the threat to their future) and the political vacuum of power in regards to 
controlling it has created new ways for individuals to attempt to gain political influence 
internationally (Beck, 2009. p. 39).  
“Sub-politics” refers to forms of politics outside parliamentary institutions. Therefore sub-politics is 
also characterised by being a form of “direct” politics where the individual participates in political 
decisions. In order to create an impact, individuals will join groups that represent their political 
belief and because it requires an active participation these groups often focus on single issue 
politics. A common sub-political type of organisation in a global context is NGOs (such as 
Greenpeace and Amnesty International). Because sub-politics usually involve multiple actors 
advocating the same view it can be helpful to refer to these actors collectively as a social- or 
advocatory movement (self-appointed movements advocating certain rules, standards, values, etc.). 
The way actors gain societal influence through sub-politics is most commonly by positive or 
negative sanctions in regards to economy. An example of this is the sub-political mass boycott of 
Shell orchestrated by Greenpeace in 1995. An important observation to be made is that it was the 
boycott of individuals that brought Shell to its knees and not Greenpeace as an organisation (Beck, 
2000. pp. 68-69). So NGOs work predominantly as a catalyst of mobilisation of large numbers of 
individual actors, which is the main force of power in sub-politics. Another distinction between 
sub-politics and politics is that agents outside the political or corporatist system are allowed to stage 
a problem. This opens up the possibility for individuals outside the institutional system to raise 
awareness of an issue.  
It should be noted that sub-politics does not only revolve around risks. According to Beck “… it is 
the reflexivity of the world risk society that creates the reciprocal relationship between the public 
sphere and globality… the constructed and accepted definition of planetary threat and its global 
mass-media-projected omnipresence create a common arena of values, responsibility and action 
which… can give rise to political action among strangers” (Beck, 2005. p. 39).  The awareness of 
the influences of global risks at a local level ties the idea of a national or local public sphere with 
the rest of the world. Because of the global threats of risk, a global public sphere with certain 
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values, morals and norms attached to it is created (Beck, 2009. pp. 42-43). However these values 
are not necessarily pertaining to risk and they are not static or archaic, instead they are constantly 
changing. The advocatory movements of the global public sphere becomes the “originators, 
advocates and judges of global values and norms” (Beck, 2005. p. 238). These organisations gain a 
categorial power, in the sense that they create the discourse of public controversies, they decide the 
framework of ethical and moral debate (Beck, 2009).  
This “politicisation” of moral issues combined with the awareness of global risks and the loss of 
geographical boundaries in a political and physical sense have opened up for a new playing field of 
political opinions. There being 50.000 NGOs worldwide in 1999 (Beck, 1999. p. 38) can be seen as 
an attest to that. So in contemporary society there are all these different sub-political groups 
fighting for individuals’ attention and devotion. As a result of the availability for any group to 
create their own advocatory movement, there is no definitive terminology of conflict, instead the 
diction of ecology, human rights, feminism, ethnicity, unionism, xenophobia and other advocatory 
movements, are all in a collective struggle trying to be vocalised in the global public sphere. Hence 
Beck proclaims that the way to measure advocatory movements’ power should be by looking at 
their ability to create global public awareness or put in other words, the ability to dictate the 
terminology of conflict and values in the global public sphere (Beck, 2005. pp. 238-239). To add to 
this, another important requisite for success is legitimacy. The power of advocatory movements 
arises from the loss of legitimacy of industries and nation-states, this vacuum of legitimacy is filled 
by advocatory movements. The legitimatory power comes from the expectation that industries and 
states are deceitful and not to be trusted, so those who question and critique the actions of those 
actors gain an inherent integrity. That is not to say that this legitimate capital is not fragile, their 
claims are still being scrutinised and expected to be correct. Consequently, advocatory movements 
are in a dilemma of dramatising cases in order to create awareness without being accused of being 
biased and losing legitimacy. (Beck, 2005)   
The technological progress causing disembedding of social interactions and the global focus of sub-
politics has caused a change in the political site for individuals wanting a change in society while 
circumventing political institutions. It is no longer the streets but the media. Sub-politics does not 
have a specific political subject, there is no differentiation between class or social status. In this 
moral crusade everyone can unite. As a consequence there is no fixed site or group to appeal to (like 
e.g. trade unions in class struggles). This unprecedented amount of possible supporters means that 
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actors use the staging of cultural symbols in the mass media to reach the largest audience possible. 
Because of the abstractness and omnipresence of global risks and problems, which is a constantly 
apparent danger of risk society, actors have to construct tangible and simple symbols. Symbols that 
alarm the public and appeal to their moral senses. This staging of an issue is a complex task which 
can explain why it is NGOs who often manage to accumulate large numbers of individual actors. 
Professional workers of NGOs are more experienced in the successful conjuration of an issue 
(Beck, 2009, pp. 98-100).  
To summarise, the success of industrial society has caused a new form of political process, referred 
to as sub-politics. Through the use of sub-political methods, individuals have the ability to organise 
political action and appeal to a global population. Although in order to be successful, an actor has to 
frame a problem very convincingly to make the specific case stand out in the sea of issues that are 
being framed on a daily basis in contemporary society. 
Political globalisation relates to different understandings of what democracy is and what kind of 
democracy is desirable. Democracy, which is the most common form of government in the modern 
world (Giddens, 1999, p. 68), is often described as the only “right” or legitimate form of 
government (Heywood, 2007, p. 72). Yet exactly what is meant with democracy is not always clear. 
The different understandings go from “a system of rule by the poor and disadvantaged” to “a 
system of decision making based on the principle of majority rule” (Heywood, 2007, p. 72) or 
simply “a system involving effective competition between political parties for positions of power” 
(Giddens, 1999, p. 68). The modern liberal democracy, based on a system of representation and the 
one man-one vote principle is the most widespread democratic model, yet it might be inadequate in 
a globalised world (Giddens, 1999, p. 79). This form of democracy is dependent on a clearly 
defined electorate in order to function, but more and more issues are no longer confined within 
nation states and are thus not subjected to any democratic control. Globalisation might thereby 
result in democratic deficits (Giddens, 1999, p. 79) and expose the incapacity of both national 
governments and international institutions to exercise effective power (Heywood, 2007, pp. 140-
141). Another criticism often raised against this form of democracy is the risk of a majority rule 
evolving into a majority tyranny, leaving no room for influence and self-determination to 
minorities. The case of the indigenous people in Brazil could be an expression of this; even though 
they live in a democratic society and have the right to vote, they are still left without any real 
political influence because of their low numbers. These innate problems with modern liberal 
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democracy might be part of the explanation of why new ways of gaining influence, as for example 
through social movements, are gaining more prominence.  Another part of the explanation of these 
movements and their global scale might be the idea of a “transnational citizenship”. This term 
indicates that people’s loyalties and sense of belonging are not bound to specific nations but rather 
to groups with members all over the world. These groups can be ethnic, religious, political or 
something else, but their significance as foundations for a transnational citizenship is that it is 
through these groups, rather than through their rights as national citizens, that people try to gain 
influence (Castles and Miller, 2009). What role you assign to democracy and what democratic form 
you perceive to be ideal determines whether you see political globalisation as a problem or just as a 
natural development as the world is changing. Are the new social movements for example just new 
ways of doing politics and gaining influence, or are they a democratic problem since they allow 
people to bypass and maybe overrule traditional democratic institutions? 
 
Summary 
Despite the controversy and uncertainty about the concept of indigenous we have decided to use it 
to describe the communities in Brazil which identify as such, while being aware that it should be 
used with a critical angle. First of all, it makes our task easier since this is an internationally 
recognised way of labeling them. More importantly, one of the things which will be enhanced in 
this project is exactly how they define and represent themselves as indigenous. It therefore makes 
sense to acknowledge this identification while still analysing how and why it has come into 
existence. When it comes to ethnicity and ethnic identity we perceive these to be socially 
constructed, and more precisely to be constructed under specific circumstances and to serve a 
purpose. This perception will be used to make a critical analysis of the indigenous ethnicity and 
how it can be seen to be incited by for example globalisation. 
Our understanding of globalisation is first of all that it is a real phenomenon with vast 
consequences. How it should be defined completely depends on the level you are discussing, but in 
this context we see it as first and foremost characterised by a compression of time and space and as 
creating a global culture. This global culture both affects how people see themselves and in what 
context and how people try to gain influence, for example in the political world. This political 
globalisation entails the consensus that certain issues warrant the interference of international actors 
in national matters, the disintegration of state and industry, legitimacy and the surge of international 
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NGOs staging issues and defining norms and values in order to mobilize large numbers of 
individuals in an attempt to create political change without the use of parliamentary methods.  
We do not wish to come up with one definition of democracy, but to point out that there are 
different understandings of it, and that the democratic systems and the perception of them are 
changing. This must be taken into consideration when discussing democracy in relation to political 
globalisation. 
 
Ch 3. - Methods 
 
Ontology, epistemology and methodology 
Our ontological starting point in this project was one of constructionism and anti-essentialism. We 
thus based our argument on there being no fixed and universal truth, but that “reality” on the 
contrary is socially constructed. This means that the social reality is not based on objective facts, 
but on the contrary repeatedly constructed through the way we speak and the way we act (Olsen and 
Pedersen, 2008, p. 161).  From this we have formed our epistemological perception of truth as 
something based on subjective interpretations. Since there can be found no objective facts to base 
knowledge on, truth is always based on interpretation and on a judgement based on different 
arguments or worldviews. (Olsen and Pedersen, 2008, p. 164). These arguments are however not 
formed in a vacuum or by independent individuals, but are determined by social rules and norms, 
and often withheld by specific institutions (Olsen and Pedersen, 2008, p. 164). This goes along with 
our analysis of the emergence of the indigenous identity and the rhetoric surrounding environmental 
protections, which to a large extent are supported by organisations as the UN or Greenpeace. 
  
Our research method in this project has been primarily been based on qualitative methods with an 
inductive approach. We started out with observing a case and a phenomenon, which surprised us 
and to some extent seemed problematic – the way the indigenous people of the Brazilian Amazon 
used their ethnic identity and status as indigenous in their protest against the Belo Monte dam.  We 
decided to investigate this, and to do it with a focus on how globalisation could have affected this 
phenomenon. With this as our starting point we determined what material and what knowledge we 
needed to answer our research question and furthermore, what theories and concepts were needed in 
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order to analyse this material and reach a conclusion. Since we have used an inductive approach, we 
have been able to include several different theories to analyse different aspects of the case. 
  
Based on our ontological and epistemological foundation and our choice of the inductive method, 
our methodology or analytical strategy has mainly been focused on discourse analysis and 
interpretation. This method has primarily been used to analyse the material produced by the 
indigenous people and the NGOs. There are different ways or approaches to analysing discourses. 
We have chosen one inspired by Michel Foucault, which not only focuses on language but also on 
practices. According to Foucault a discourse is “a group of statements which provide a language 
for talking about – a way of representing the knowledge about - a particular topic at a particular 
historical moment…” (Hall, 1992, p. 291 in Hall, 1997, p. 44). An important aspect of the 
Foucauldian approach to discourses is that discourses are not just descriptive or a way of talking, 
but that they are productive and have real consequences (Hall, 1997, p. 44.) This way of looking at 
language and practices furthermore focuses on how human beings understand themselves, and how 
this understanding and knowledge in general are produced (Hall, 1997, p. 43). In this kind of 
analysis you look at the text, practice or object and ask question as “what is being presented as the 
truth or as the natural?” “how is this constructed – what is being used and what is left out?” “which 
interests does this serve?” “how has this become this way?” “what is made possible or normal and 
what is made impossible or abnormal, both when it comes to practices and identities?” (Thomson, 
2011). This method is highly applicable for our analysis. It highlights how both knowledge and 
identities are not just socially constructed, but constructed through discourses – the way of talking 
about something is also a way of creating it in the first place. Since focus here is not only on speech 
and written text, it makes it possible for us to also include cultural practices and objects in our 
analysis. These often play a significant role in the discourse surrounding indigenous people and the 
Amazon. This method furthermore allows us to ask questions about how the indigenous have come 
to understand themselves as indigenous; how this subject-position was created; who benefits from 
this discourse and finally how this discourse has made certain things possible for them while other 
things are judged as abnormal or undesirable. 
 
Material 
The material we have used in the project can roughly be divided into six different categories: 
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● Books and articles providing us with background information about Brazil, the indigenous 
people in the Amazon, the Belo Monte dam etc. 
● Material from different NGOs and organisations concerning either the Belo Monte dam, 
Brazil in general or indigenous people 
● Material from the indigenous people from Brazil 
● Material from the Brazilian government and other state authorities 
● Material from the UN and similar organisations 
● Books and articles about theories and concepts used in this project 
  
All the material has been used for different purposes and thus also in different ways. For example, 
the books concerning the history of Brazil and more objective facts about the indigenous people 
were used to obtain a knowledge and understanding of the background and context of this case, 
whereas the material from the Brazilian authorities, the NGOs and the indigenous people 
themselves have been used in more critical ways with a focus on discourse analysis. 
When it comes to the material from both the Brazilian authorities, NGOs, the indigenous people 
and the UN as well, we have tried to maintain a critical standpoint and be aware that all these are 
participants in a conflict and thus must be expected to be subjective and have a strong bias in their 
presentation of the topic. This means that they only to a limited extent can give a clear  picture of 
the conflict surrounding the Belo Monte and the indigenous people. However, this is not necessarily 
a problem when it comes to answering our research question. Since our topic is not the actual 
conditions for the indigenous people in the Amazon but on the contrary the way they portray 
themselves, the factual accuracy has little significance. You could actually argue that the subjective 
and biased sources are the best when analysing how the indigenous people portray themselves and 
make use of their ethnic identity in their campaign since the assumption that such a bias exist is the 
foundation of our analysis. The material from the indigenous people and the NGOs are therefore 
indispensable in this context. 
A specific issue when working with the material produced by respectively the indigenous people 
and the NGOs is to determine who have produced what since this is often unclear.  
There is a risk that the material seemingly produced by the indigenous people has actually been 
made by different NGOs and that the indigenous thus have not got full control with how they are 
represented. 
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Weaknesses and limitations 
Several circumstances put limitations on the accuracy of our analysis and conclusion. 
First of all the building of the dam is far from done, which makes it very difficult to say anything 
about the consequences of the dam. Therefore we chose to place most of our focus on the way the 
indigenous people respond to the construction, since this is only to a limited extent affected by the 
fact that the dam has not been completed yet, even though it of course affects their actions. Another 
weakness with our analysis is the ambiguity of many of the concepts used in the project. Concepts 
as “indigenous”, “globalisation”, “development” are so disputed that they make a clear-cut analysis 
difficult and make it hard to determine for example which areas to involve in an analysis of 
globalisation of Brazil, which time-span to look at etc. Furthermore, it can be problematic that most 
of our sources have been translated from other languages, especially since discourse analysis take 
up such a big part of our overall analysis. There is a risk that some details and nuances have been 
lost in the translation. Also, that the events and the material used in this project come from a 
country so far away and with a different culture makes it hard for us to know if we interpret it in the 
way it was intended. However, a lot of the material used in the analysis might have been produced 
in a non-Western context, but it was to a large extent aimed at a Western audience. We can 
therefore assume that we to a satisfying degree are able to decode the intended messages. 
A final aspect is that we have not been able to visit Brazil and therefore only are able to use 
secondary sources, which makes us more vulnerable in regards to biased and subjective sources. 
 
Structure of the project 
We have so far introduced the theories we will use throughout this project, the concepts necessary 
for carrying out our analysis and our methods and research strategy.  
In chapter four we will describe the economical background for the building of the Belo Monte dam 
and through this give a picture of the economic motivation behind the project. Chapter five will be 
dedicated to dam building in Brazil with an emphasis on the Belo Monte dam and chapter six to the 
indigenous people affected by the building of the dam. We will here mostly focus on their position 
in the Brazilian society and especially on the way they have responded to the dam. In chapter seven 
we will move on to an analysis of the interplay between globalisation and the indigenous identity 
and the representation of this, in order to answer our research question. Finally, we will end with a 
conclusion and some afterthoughts on the project.  
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Ch 4. - Economical Background 
In this chapter we look into the economic history of Brazil. We go in depth into the long history of 
exploitation and economic downfalls to explore how Brazil managed to develop from a widely 
exploited nation into becoming one of the most promising economies in the modern world. 
Furthermore, we analyse the factors that made this development possible, such as the use of natural 
resources from the Amazon in relation to the country’s economic growth. 
Brazilian history begins when Portuguese explorers accidentally landed there on April 22, 1500. 
Natives who came to meet them at the shoreline were daubed in bright red dye extracted from the 
timber of trees the Portuguese called brazilwood. The Portuguese were entrepreneurial and quickly 
saw the value in these trees and the potential for profit. They turned brazilwood into a crimson 
powder that back in Europe was used to manufacture luxury fabrics such as velvet for an emerging 
middle class (Rohter, 2010). 
The Portuguese tried trading with the native people they encountered. There was an initial 
admiration from both parts for their different ways of living, but that rapidly wore out, and as the 
native tribes lost interest in trading good with the Europeans the Portuguese turned to enslavement. 
Demographers estimate that the native population of Brazil in 1500 was somewhere between three 
to eight million people. And whatever the figure, it was a lot larger than the Portuguese population 
at the time, which was composed merely of one million people (Rohter, 2010). Because Portugal 
was less wealthy than most European countries of the time, the crown had to turn to private capital 
to harvest the brazilwood and develop the new domination. The king had the titles for the lands but 
granted monopoly licenses to the most fortunate investors and nobles. This system quickly 
developed to a system called ‘hereditary capitanias’. These were fiefdom or private estates in which 
the owner was responsible for colonising it at his own expense. The owners of the fiefs were 
sovereign to their own domain, meaning that could do things as they pleased. The mentality created 
by this scenario has persisted into modern days, and is the origin of two of the country’s enormous 
problems – social difference and reckless exploitation of natural resources – are still visible 
(Rohter, 2010). The colonists were not legal owners of the land and they wanted to extract as much 
from their chattels as they could. The get-rich-quick mentality not only encouraged destructive 
practices but also distorted economic development which is another set of problems that continue to 
curse Brazil nowadays. On that pace, the Atlantic forest was quickly destroyed and the tree that 
gave name to the country can rarely be found in the present day (Rohter, 2010). In the 18th century, 
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gold was discovered in the interior south of Brazil, transforming the country into the largest 
producer of the metal in the world of that time. In the 19th century, after independence, the product 
that emerged as the backbone of the economy was coffee, succeeded by rubber, which also grew in 
the Amazon. And like that, the portuguese abused Brazil’s natural resources for centuries, up to the 
closing decades of the 20th century, as they tried to diversify the economy that still continues today 
(Rohter, 2010).  
The Portuguese court fled Lisbon only days before Napoleon’s troops captured the city and 
installed themselves in Rio de Janeiro in 1808. The significance of this only came after the defeat of 
Napoleon, when the monarch’s son Pedro, contrary to the parliament’s wants, decided to stay in 
Brazil marking the birth of Brazil as a nation. He intended to be a progressive and benevolent ruler, 
which he was for 50 years, expanding and modernising the country although politics was still very 
elitist. The economy, although prosperous, worked against the progressiveness of the emperor as it 
enriched the conservative oligarchy and strengthened their political power. And this wealth had the 
effect of intensifying the most regressive aspect of the society; to win a lucrative state contract or 
any kind of social or economic advancement depend less on ability and more on a powerful 
network. Without a powerful sponsor almost nothing was possible but with it, virtually everything 
was permitted or overlooked (Rohter, 2010). 
During the First Republic (1889-1930) economic growth was so rapid that it continued to outpace 
political change. The military led coup overthrew the emperor who did not have enough popular 
support to risk elections and that was taken advantage of by local oligarchs, who strengthened the 
autonomy of individual states. There were two coffee-growing states who dominated the politics at 
the time, Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, and economically Brazil was flourishing. Once slavery was 
abolished, the government allowed immigration to feed the labour demand from the coffee 
plantations. When WW1 restricted international trade, even more factories sprang up and the result 
was the need for more immigrant labour, which in turn helped creating a domestic market that 
allowed Brazil the luxury of not having to gear its economy to exports (Rohter, 2010). But in 1930, 
everything fell apart. The global depression had shattered the coffee industry and Brazil’s economy 
with it. It was the beginning of the Vargas Era2. After that, in the early 70’s during the military 
dictatorship that lasted 21 years, the country’s economy was marked by a period of economic 
                                                          
2 the period between 1930 and 1945, when the country was under the leadership of Getúlio 
Dornelles Varga 
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recession, domestic financing, sky-high inflation, concentration of income and poverty growth 
(Portal Sao Francisco). The government tried to tackle the problem by establishing a program of 
indexation. That helped contribute initially to confidence and to a burst of double-digit growth that 
for awhile led to talk of “the Brazilian Miracle” (Rohter, 2010). By the time the military handed 
over power to a civilian government in 1985, the economical situation was out of control. Between 
1986 and 1990, six different government plans were announced and between 1940 and 1995, Brazil 
changed currency eight times, from the cruzeiro to the real - that on itself showed how the value of 
money was eroding (Rohter, 2010). Instead of simply printing more banknotes, it would change 
currency so to convince the people that the government was starting fresh every time the situation 
got out of control. 
Throughout the second half of the twentieth century Brazil was one of the biggest and most 
frequent clients of the IMF. In late 1998 and early 1999, Brazil was forced to turn to the IMF to 
keep the economy afloat for what at the time was the biggest financial rescue in history, over $40 
billion in loans and guarantees (Rohter, 2010). As recent as forty years ago, Brazil was regarded as 
a “developing country” (the euphemism that had just replaced “underdeveloped nations”). Today it 
is termed as “an emerging economy” which puts the country ahead of its Latin American 
neighbours as it has become one of the IMF’s creditosr and not a debtor. It is often lumped together 
with Russia, India and China to form the so-called BRIC group (Rohter, 2010). 
 
BRIC and PAC 
The term BRIC was coined by economist Jim O’Neill. The acronym is a combination of the capital 
letter of the countries Brazil, Russia, India and China. In his paper Building Better Global 
Economics BRICs, where the term was first used, O’Neill looks at the relationship between the G7 
countries (Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom and United States of America) 
and the so called “BRIC” countries. He predicted that these four countries will have a larger GDP 
growth than the G7 countries in the following ten years (which would be 2001-2011). In his report 
O’Neill creates four different scenarios of economic progress for the four BRIC countries for the 
next decade (O’Neill, 2001, pp. 7-8). In 2011 it could be concluded that only the most optimistic 
scenario of the four estimated too high an increase in the BRIC countries’ shared global GDP 
(Denmark, 2011). O’Neill also discusses the potential of the BRIC countries to join the G7. The G7 
has actually evolved into the G8 after the inclusion of Russia (O’Neill also predicted Russia to be 
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the first country to join). The next country in line to join would, according to O’Neill, most likely 
be Brazil. He does consider the possibility of Mexico becoming a contender to as strong an 
economy in South America, which would lessen the likelihood of Brazil becoming a member of the 
G8 (O’Neill, 2001). The term BRIC became more common as the predictions of O’Neill started to 
become a reality and in 2006 the four countries began formal political dialogue in the BRIC format. 
In 2009 an official summit between the four BRIC countries was held (Buckley and Faulconbridge, 
2009). At their third annual summit, South Africa attended as the fifth country to join the BRIC 
coalition (afterwards renamed to BRICS) (Hervieu, 2011). 
So in the last decade Brazil has become one of the fastest growing large economies, engaged in 
cooperation with other fast growing large economies in the world and despite a decrease in 
economic growth the last two years IMF has forecast Brazil to have a significant increase in 
economic growth in 2013 (IMF, 2012). 
One of the driving forces of the economic growth of Brazil has been the infrastructure and 
development program PAC. This program was initially started by president Lula and a phase two of 
the program was continued in 2010 by the current Brazilian government. One of the main areas of 
the program is energy and an estimated investment from 2011 to 2014 is 255 billion Dollars 
towards energy production (Brazilian government, 2010). At this time, there are three ongoing dam 
projects in the Amazon forest connected to the PAC program (Brazilian government, 2012). 
Brazil’s energy research office (Empresa de Pesquisa Energética) released a ten year plan in 2010. 
Included in the projections was an expectancy of an increase in energy demand by 60% in 2020 and 
around 30 billion Dollars to future hydropower plants not yet authorized or contracted (Langevin, 
2011). It appears that Brazil’s economic growth has and will lead to an increase in its energy 
consumption and one of the ways Brazil deals with that issue is through the building of 
hydroelectric power plants. 
 
When considering the economic history of Brazil, with its past of large exploitation and its frequent 
economic decline, which often lead the country to completely economic chaos, the question that 
begs is: How did Brazil manage to become one of the most balanced and diversified economies in 
the world with a GDP of more than $ 2 trillion - a pattern that represents a distinct break with the 
first 450 years of Brazilian history?  
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Mostly, it is by reason of the fact that the Brazilian economy has become more open to the outside 
world and thereby making it more competitive. This in turn, is due to the 16 years of increasingly 
market-friendly policies that have emphasised financial discipline and paved the way for this 
opening.  
The background information given above has given a picture of the economic motivation behind the 
project This is necessary to understand that this development of the Brazilian economy and increase 
in entrepreneurialism in the last decade is an indicative of a future with additional projects in the 
Amazon forest and therefore also increased interaction with the indigenous people in the area. If the 
indigenous people want to influence this ongoing trend it seems that they will have to change their 
approach to or at least increase the amount of effort put into gaining political leverage.  
 
Ch 5. - Dam building in the Brazilian Amazonia 
 
In this chapter we will look into dam building in Brazil, more specifically in Amazonia. We explain 
how the Amazon has developed into becoming Brazil’s main source of hydroelectric power and 
how the government seizes control over the rainforest.We also introduce the 2010 Plan which is the 
backbone of the Belo Monte Dam Complex among other mega-projects. Furthermore, we also go 
into the analysis of how resistance against these constructions were born and how they developed 
into the current international stage. 
 
The Amazon: Development, Government Control and “Mega-projects” 
The Amazon basin forms one of the richest and oldest ecosystems on earth and holds the earth’s 
largest area of uninterrupted tropical forest. In its entirety, the Amazon bonds eight South American 
countries, being Venezuela and Brazil, which are the nations who hold the majority of the basin’s 
forestland and the main trunk of the Amazon river (Cummings, 1990). (see appendix - figure 
5.1)The native populations range from 6 to 10 million people, only 10 percent of the country’s 
population, although the region accounts for over 60 percent of Brazil’s territory. The forest and 
riverine resources of Amazonia have provided food, agriculture and transportation to these 
populations in degrees of sustenance and commerce (Rohter, 2010). Since the first foreign 
occupations, Amazonia has been used for the economic advancement of colonial nations. During 
the past 50 years, one-fifth of the forest has been burned, cut, chopped or razed as the country 
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makes way for ranches, plantations, mills, highways, hydroelectric projects, railroads, mines, gas 
and oil fields. (see appendix 5.2)This stems from an incorporation of the Amazon into the national 
industrial economy that has overpowered the social and environmental stability of the region 
(Cummings, 1990). Considering that more than three-quarters of Brazil’s greenhouse gas emissions 
come from cutting down the Amazon rainforest, it is worth asking whether this really advances the 
country’s economic development or is simply unwarranted devastation of an exceptional natural 
resource. Scientists cannot predict when greenhouse gases will reach levels so that the region 
becomes inoperative and a non-viable ecological system, but they agree that because Brazilians are 
devastating the forest at such a rapid pace (less than 50 years since the opening of the Amazon to 
development and 20 percent of the forest has been razed) the world steps closer to a stage where 
climate change is irreversible (Rohter, 2010). The policy of the Brazilian government towards their 
national treasure will therefore have crucial importance not just for them but for the rest of the 
world. 
Though Brazil has, in theory, the means to name and punish those who irresponsibly exploit the 
forest, long-term planning is unfortunately not a part of the country’s tradition and thus laws often 
go unenforced. Because of the wilderness of the Amazon, the federal government’s control of it is 
not effectively exercised which leaves room for other abuses of and in the area to take place.Wage 
slavery, for instance, has blustered. Partially because of this, there’s an increasing global  
preoccupation with Amazonia which is expressed through statements from international 
governments, leaders, scientists and bodies and international campaigns by environmental and 
indigenous rights groups, which in turn arouse suspicion in Brazil. Brazilians have created a sort of 
national paranoia, a conviction that outsiders, especially the U.S, envy’s Brazil ownership of the 
Amazon and would like to seize control of it (Rohter, 2010).“The Amazon is ours.” That slogan is 
drilled into the minds of Brazilians (...) and it has become some sort of nationalist mantra. Some 
even interpret this meaning as “ we can do whatever we want with the land, and it’s nobody else’s 
business.” (Rohter, 2010). 
The only way to stop that foreign conspiracy is by strengthening the Brazilian presence in the 
region, which is of course best achieved by allowing untrimmed economic development. Hence, 
mega projects such as the Belo Monte Dam Complex are build. This is a clever strategy since the 
state can claim that these development projects, regardless of their negative impacts, are for the 
greater good of the nation because it appeals to both the local population’s patriotism and its hunger 
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for jobs. Brazil does have an active environmental movement of its own, and environmentalists 
have sometimes occupied important position in the government (Cummings,1990). The government 
itself, challenged with monetary bonds, does not have the capacity to do everything that needs to be 
done to protect the Amazon and the people who live there. But because of Brazil’s frights of seeing 
its dominance in the region weakened even further, it is unwilling to let outsiders play an active role 
or even to accept their financial assistance. This in turn strengthens the hand of powerful domestic 
economic interests that control the Amazon and their allies in the rural group of Congress, some of 
whom themselves are owners of properties where slave labor is used (Rohter, 2010). 
This “paranoia” stems partially for the reckless exploitation of the Amazon with projects, such as 
but not limited to, the Belo Monte dam making the promises Brazil made at COP15- to cut its 
greenhouse gases emission by 40 percent, half of which is to come from reduced deforestation 
(Rohter, 2010) - of great importance and also Brazil’s biggest environmental challenge. In order to 
achieve the goal it is striving for, Brazil would have to reduce deforestation by 80 percent by 2020 
(Rohter, 2010). However, Brazil faces a variety of other problems and therefore it is safe to say that 
no Brazilian president would ever sacrifice growth and development just to ensure the preservation 
of Amazonia. No politician has ever won a significant following by advocating the need for 
restraint in the Amazon. Brazil has guaranteed sweeping changes in its Amazon policy for the next 
decade, although it is important to bear in mind the chain of broken promises and failed programs 
that haunt Amazon’s past. 
 
Dams in the Rainforest 
In 1940, foreign companies generated almost all of Brazil’s electricity. Today Brazil is self-
sufficient in energy because  it has favorable natural resources and also developed strategies in the 
energy area. Nowadays, tapping of the energy of rivers is the form of resource utilization that the 
Amazon faces. The construction of large hydroelectric plants has been going on for decades now 
and Brazil has today over 100 hydroelectric power plants.(see appendix, 5.3) The reasons to why 
they are constructed are twofold: to fuel growing regional industries and to supply the Northeast 
and South of Brazil with energy (Cummings, 1990). Brazil’s hydropower is so immense, that even 
though the country has not yet developed it to the fullest, only two other nations (China and 
Canada) generate more power from this source. More than 80 percent of the electricity consumed in 
Brazil comes from hydropower, and has it been like this since the 1980s, with the conclusion of the 
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Itaipú3 project. The dam was the largest hydropower project at the time, but today it has been 
surpassed by China’s Three Gorges. Nevertheless, nowadays, with all twenty of its turbines in place 
and operating, it has a generating capacity of fourteen thousand MW, which makes the dam one of 
the five largest sources of electricity in the world, providing Brazil with 20 percent of the electricity 
it consumes (Rohter, 2010). Over the past 25 years other large projects have followed, such as but 
not limited to, Sobradinho, Paulo Afonso, Xingá and Furnas. All of which were built in or near the 
country’s industrial heartland, the triangle Rio de Janeiro – São Paulo-Belo Horizonte, and were 
meant to serve the factories and consumers of that area (Rohter, 2010). However, two things have 
been  growing in the past years; the Brazilian economy and its keenness for energy, which led 
planners to look much further afield. The first project to be constructed far from a population center 
was the Tucuruí project, on the Araguaia River in the Amazon, in the state of Pará. It has the 
installed capacity of 8,300 MW (Rohter, 2010). It was built in the early 1980s, when the military 
were still dictating in the country, so the protests of environmental and indigenous groups were 
easily suppressed by them. However, dam building comes with a price and there are several 
consequences that comes with it which play significant roles, either for the environment or for the 
societies who are directly (and indirectly) affected by them. The list entails forest flooding and 
water cycles, which causes loss of  fertile silt deposits downstream. As with any developments 
project that inevitably alters its environment, flooding of large tracts of rainforest threatens the life 
of its plant and animal inhabitants.The absence of natural annual inundation due to flood control by 
dams disrupts the varzea communities (adapted to annual flood cycles) and sets off species losses to 
reservoirs. - Among this obvious and direct effects of large dam construction is the increase in the 
incidence of diseases in the local populations. With the creation of a reservoir “not only will animal 
and bird life be affected, but also plants, fungi, protozoa, bacteria and other micro-organisms. 
Many of those species play an integral part in the transmission of infectious diseases(...)” (Rohter, 
2010). 
Another discussion of traditional expenditure in the Amazon is a necessary understanding of the 
effects such projects have had on the environment as whole, including its indigenous peoples. The 
Kayapo of the Xingu River for instance, is a native community who is threatened by the 
constructions of the Belo Monte Dam, which will flood portions of the forest communities and well 
                                                          
3 Itaipu dam; It is a binational dam located in the Paraná river and shared with Paraguai. It was inaugurated in 1984 and 
has installed capacity of  14 thousand MW 
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as the many of villages of the Kayapo community. In other areas of Amazon, many other people 
have been relocated or placed at governments posts in order to make way for reservoirs intended to 
generate electricity. The indigenous people also run the additional risk of widespread exposure to 
diseases to which they have not yet been exposed nor developed immunity to. Furthermore, they are 
also threatened to be relocated onto an area where they cannot support themselves which would 
make them dependent on government agencies for the necessities for survival (Cummings, 1990). 
 
The 2010 Plan 
Brazil’s plans for energy production to the year of 2010 have been detailed in the government’s 
“2010 Plan”. The Plan was released in 1987, and it covers the country’s proposed energy 
development programmes from that year (Cummings,1990). The main focus of the Plan is to supply 
the country with energy by using the country’s hydroelectric potential, which the great majority of 
is concentrated in the Amazon rivers. The Plan outlines 31 hydroelectric dams to be constructed in 
the northern region. (see appendix 5.4)The total potential for hydroelectric energy production to be 
installed in this region is estimated at 72,822MW and the firm (guaranteed) energy estimated is just 
under 40.000MW (Cummings, 1990). The Plan foresaw that by the year 2000, with the 
implementation of the projects and creation of reservoirs, 0,3 percent of Amazonia would be 
inundated or 1.6 million hectares (Cummings, 1990). However, this only includes the first 4 of the 
North’s 31 projected dams. The entire programme through 2010 will claim approximately 5 percent 
of Amazonia. Furthermore, the plan also discloses that by 2010, 47 percent of the Northeast’s 
electricity will be imported from the North and 26 percent of the energy consumption of the 
Southeast and Centre-west as well. Therefore, there will be a need to implement long-distance 
transmission lines for the export of the energy from the North to Brazil’s industrial centers, some of 
which may be over 2,800km long. However, the analysis made by Eletrobras overlooked two 
important points. Firstly, the concept of hydro-power as renewable energy can only hold true if the 
works are successful and efficient enough to continue generation over a long period of time. 
Previous works in areas ecologically similar to that of the Amazon have failed in this matter. 
Secondly, the claim that Brazil can execute its hydropower development plan without foreign 
technical aid is overshadowed by the fact that the country needs to borrow large sums of foreign 
money and the plan cannot be realized without extensive foreign financial assistance. At the time 
the 2012 Plan was released Brazil’s foreign debt was $116 billion and inflation exceeded 25 percent 
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per month (Cummings,1990). Therefore, back then, the financial assistance Brazil required in loans 
could have crippled its economy even further, especially if the projections for hydroelectric energy 
production overestimate the realistic success which the plan is expected to meet. 
   
Altamira - Birth of Resistance & Kararaô ( Belo Monte in the 80’s) 
The town of Altamira is the starting site for the Belo Monte complex. The town was an original 
“development pole” of Amazonia, where business and human infrastructures were to be 
implemented to ease intensive regional development (Cummings, 1990). Altamira has a very mixed 
population of government employees, businessmen, gold miners and labourers. An extensive shed 
town also sprung up along the waterways, mainly composed of families whose land had failed in 
the colonization programmes and migrants who came with the hopes of finding jobs in the 
construction of dams (Cummings, 1990). 
The first of the Xingu Dams, Belo Monte or Kararaô (name of the dam in the 80’s - when the 
project was first introduced), is scheduled to be built on the falls just downstream from Altamira 
and it was projected to flood an area of 1,225km2 of which are included part of the town of 
Altamira, around 100km of the Transamazon Highway that crosses the town, acres of rainforest and 
indigenous lands, where two villages would be lost to the floodwaters. And that is to say that since 
Kararô is the first dam of the Xingu Dams Complex, it will have the least effect in indigenous lands 
(Cummings, 1990). ( See appendix 5.5) 
In the 2010 Plan there are five dams along the Xingu River outlined. The first two is a combination 
of Kararaô and Babaquara dams, and these would concentrate 70 percent of the energy to be 
generated in the whole complex (Cummings, 1990). However, these two dams have been separated 
since there were serious problems associated with the Babaquara dam. It needed re-planning and  
re-evaluation if foreign assistance was to be sought for its construction. Kararaô was expected to be 
ready for operation in 1999, however resistance movements stopped the advancement of the 
constructions. 
Eletronorte4 took policy steps to lighten the negative impacts of the constructions, but written policy 
usually does not deliver protection or compensation where it is necessary, for instance to the 
population in Altamira and the indigenous in the area. The World Bank was influential in the 
                                                          
4 is a subsidiary of the Brazilian power utility Eletrobrás. It is responsible for the power generation, transmission and 
distribution in the state of Amazonas, Pará among others. 
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drawing up of an “Environmental Master Plan”, where guidelines for environmental and human 
protection measures in the projects for which funding was requested were outlined. Yet, the Bank 
acknowledged that the county failed to meet such guidelines. The local responses showed little 
commitment or ability of the responsible agencies to take sufficient measures to alleviate the 
impacts on the local peoples (Cummings, 1990). This has played a significant role in the process of 
stagnation of the dam’s construction as the foreign aid that was sought was denied. 
The area of impact of the Kararaô Dam included the lands to be directly flooded and those areas 
indirectly affected by the implementation of the project, such as areas whose subsistence and/or 
commercial activities are changed by the dam’s constructions (Cummings, 1990). As stated before, 
Altamira is one of the areas that would and still will suffer the most with constructions. The only 
river route that connects the town of Altamira to its neighbouring city Vitoria, will be affected since 
the dam will modify river flows, which in turn can harm the future of transport and commerce 
between these two towns. (see appendix 5.5)The communities in Altamira would be disrupted with 
the construction of the dam, as it depends heavily upon the river and the goods coming into Vitoria 
and it is marketing its own products by the same route. Eletronorte was supposed to be responsible 
for the relocation and compensation of the families that will have to be dislocated, as for the 
indigenous peoples it is FUNAI’s responsibility. Nevertheless, many families in the city of 
Altamira, as stated before, had been settled in those areas by the government’s colonisation 
programmes of the past, they live along the stretch of the river, hence their names riverines. Also, 
many of them have no legal bonding to their lands, which means they cannot be compensated once 
they are relocated. Another significant point to be made about the regional impacts that the first 
plan of Kararô has, is that the studies of Eletronorte provide evidence that they are aware of the 
“levels of disruption likely to be created by the dams, yet plans to proceed with 
implementations.”(Cummings, 1990).  
Despite the several negative impacts of the implementations and the foreign aid that was not given 
at the time, another feature is considered responsible for the holding of the constructions of the 
Kararô dam: the resistance groups. 
The opposing forces to the dams of the Xingu stem from three sectors of society:environmentalists 
and ecologists, who are mainly concerned with the condition of the forest and natural resources, the 
people working for social justice and/or political reform who concern themselves with wealth and 
power inequality in Brazil. Their main concern in regards to dam building is the marginalisation of 
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the Amazon. At last, there are the indigenous peoples and their activists supporters, who are 
concerned with the physical and cultural survival of Amazonia’s native peoples (Cummings, 1990). 
The indigenous rights movement in Brazil reached its greatest level in the 80’s with the 
introduction of the 2010 Plan and its Xingu Dams Complex. Historically, indigenous resistance to 
colonisation and development had been demonstrated through warfare. With time, indigenous have 
learnt new ways in which to oppose and fight against violation and degradation of their lands. Since 
1967, FUNAI had been the only venue through which the indigenous peoples could legitimately 
negotiate for their rights.“The legal structure of the government of Brazil made the Indians peoples 
wards of the state and FUNAI was the agency assigned to look after their welfare.” (Cummings, 
1990).  
NGO’s come at play when indigenous peoples meet difficulties in claiming their rights through 
FUNAI, which has an history of corruption and abuse. New innovations began to manifest 
themselves throughout Amazonia to extend the voice of the indigenous. Until 1987, the town of 
Altamira did not have a local newspaper nor relevant political news and the papers printed news 
that were irrelevant to the rural areas. In April 1987 the first local newspaper began publication. 
The Kaiapó, named after the regional indigenous community, became the source of news and 
information for the rural area,such as invasion of lands, relationship with indigenous and plans for 
the hydroelectric complex (Cummings, 1990). Other means of informing people used by the 
indigenous people were proceeded more securely with financial support from the South or from 
outside Brazil (Cummings, 1990). The Pro-Indian Commission (CPI) carried out an extensive study 
of the effects and the undocumented impacts of Kararaô with the main intention of informing the 
local peoples who are directly affected but who usually do not know in advance what such impacts 
will be. The dossier is part of a larger campaign to gain public participation in decisions affecting 
the regional people as well as linking the indigenous and Brazilian struggles (Cummings, 1990). 
The creation of the UNI was also a great step towards establishing the indigenous peoples 
themselves as a unified voice. It unites indigenous of all over Brazil but it was refused 
governmental recognition (Cummings, 1990). As it can be seen, several means were and still are 
being used by native peoples to claim their rights. Nowadays these means are somewhat of different 
nature than those used in the past since they are ought to reach a bigger public, yet the resistance to 
the Xingu Dams Complex in the 80’s is among the most successful of indigenous 
demonstrations.The Kayapó of the Xingu were the leaders of this indenture and have pulled 
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together the support and cooperation of many other indigenous communities as well as members of 
the scientific, socio-political and activist communities in the country and abroad. In 1988, chiefs of 
the Kayapó community were invited to attend a conference on the management of tropical 
rainforests in Miami (Cummings, 1990). They, of course, used this opportunity to talk about the 
implementation of dams in the Xingu River and how that would flood their lands. They also 
answered questions about European and American intrusions in their lands and the ways they 
sought to stop the coming phase of industrial development (Cummings, 1990).  It was an equally 
educational time for the Kayapós as well since they finally learned what the specific plan for the 
Complex was, seeing the Brazilian government refused to provide them with such information, let 
alone include them in consultations (Cummings, 1990). Several other american environmental 
organizations invited the Kayapo to return to the US. At this point, the World Bank was in the 
process of considering a loan to Brazil’s power sector which would support hydroelectric energy 
development for the next 5 years. Meetings were arranged between the Kayapo, the World Bank, 
Congress and Treasury, where the Kayapo had the chance to make their case and exposed previous 
failures of the power sector. With that, the Kayapos assured that no financing would be approved to 
Brazil until guarantees for protection of the Kayapo and other peoples of the Xingu were gained 
(Cummings, 1990). When the Kayapo returned to Brazil, they were charged with “criminal 
interference in Brazil’s internal affairs” (Cummings, 1990). Ironically, these charges came under a 
foreigner’s act that prohibits such activities of protest by non-Brazilians. Only in 1989, a year later, 
the charges were dropped on an appeal court, after much discrimination and humiliation from the 
judges’ part who, for instance, ordered psychological analysis of the Kayapo to check upon their 
level of “indianness” (Cummings, 1990). The next major protest underwent by the Kayapo came on 
February 21st, when “the largest ever gathering of native Amazonians joined in protest against the 
Kararô Dam.” (Cummings, 1990) took place and they built a village in the construction site of the 
dam. Brazilian government officials and NGOs from around the world were present (Cummings, 
1990). By the end of the week, negotiations with Eletronorte seemed promising so the occupation 
ended. Their triumph in getting their rights extended to influence the drafting of the new Brazilian 
Constitution (Cummings, 1990). The result has been “the strongest Indian rights chapter ever to be 
written into Brazilian Law” (Cummings, 1990). They constituted the only resistance strong enough 
to be capable of stopping the building of the dams and indeed they did. 
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Belo Monte 
Today Kararaô has come back to the picture as Belo Monte, with new planning yet nearly the same 
social and environmental issues as it had back in the 80’s. Granted, at the time, of the flood of seven 
million hectares and removal of thirteen indigenous communities, the numbers are nearly the same 
nowadays. If completed, according to the Brazilian government, the dam will play an extremely 
important role in the country’s future development. The energy produced by the dam will be used to 
meet the economic growth, and the demographic expansion foreseen in the country (Blog da Usina 
Hidrelétrica Belo Monte, 2011). The reasoning for why there is a need for the construction of Belo 
Monte is, as stated in a government report, the rapid socio-economic growth Brazil has been 
undergoing in the latest years, which has increased electric consumption and thus it is needed to 
increase the supply. To achieve the goals of annual growth of 5% of GDP over the next 10 years, as 
well as poverty eradication and better distribution of income, the country will need to install, each 
year, about 5,000 MW of additional capacity. Based on average annual consumption per household, 
the average energy produced by the plant of Belo Monte will serve 18 million households (60 
million people), or the equivalent of the entire residential consumption of electricity in Argentina 
(about 34 million MWh per year) (Ministério de Minas e Energia, 2011). This project has an 
expected cost of 26 billion Brazilian reais for the concessionaire Norte Energia, which is the 
company responsible for the constructions of the dam nowadays ( Eletronorte’s replacement) (Valor 
Econômico Newspaper, 2010). The Belo Monte Consortium Builder (CCBM) was hired by the 
company Norte Energia SA to perform the civil and engineering constructions of what will be the 
third largest dam in the world in generation capacity energy. The CCBM is formed by 10 
companies in the heavy construction sector of the country (Brazilian Government, 2011). The 
auction that established Norte Energia as the responsible constructor of the dam was created by the 
government and held in August 20th, 2010. Norte Energia won the auction after having bid R$ 78 
per MWh, the maximum price established by the government was R$ 83 per MWh (Oliveira and 
Juste, 2010). The dam was planned to produce at its peak 11 thousand megawatts although it has an 
average expected energy production of 40% of its total capacity. This value is lower than the 
average production of hydroelectric power plants in Brazil, which is 55%, once that in the months 
of flood, the dam will produce its full capacity (11,000 MW), and during the dry season, the 
generation will lower, resulting in an annual average of approximately 4,500 MW (Ministério de 
Minas e Energia, 2011). This information is slightly contradictory with information released by 
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specialists from Norte Energia, who claim that there is not a single hydroelectric dam in the world 
that is capable of producing at its full capacity, although Belo Monte will still produce more than 
most dams in Europe and North America (Blog da Usina Hidreletrica Belo Monte, 2011). It will be 
the dam that will produce the least energy, in proportion to its capacity and that will cost the most to 
investors in comparison with other large enterprises, due to the intensity of the social and 
environmental impacts in the region. This is due to the fact that Belo Monte will not have large 
water reservoirs, as Itaipu has for instance. It will be a “run of river” kind of dam. Ie: when the flow 
is small it generates less power (Globo Natureza, 2012). Such changes to the original project were 
made to meet certain requirements that were made mandatory by The World Bank for instance, and 
to avoid the same resistance movements as it faced in the past. This is the possible engineering 
arrangement for Belo Monte in order to generate power steadily with low environmental impact and 
at the lowest possible wetland, which is the reservoir of 502.8 km². 
The numbers for the impacts of the dam, though, have not changed too much. A large area will still 
be flooded and therefore, according to the government, 6000 families will have to be removed from 
their homes. The government will still be responsible for the relocation and compensation of the 
displaced rural and urban population of the region, whilst the relocation of the indigenous peoples 
affected will be responsibility of FUNAI. To reduce the impact of the project, Norte Energia, had to 
meet 40 conditions imposed by IBAMA to grant the license for constructions (Oliveira and Juste, 
2010). Furthermore, the impact in the local community is nearly of the same as it was in the original 
plan. The constructions will permanently flood the creeks of Ambé and Altamira, which cut the city 
of Altamira, and part of the rural area of Vitória do Xingu. The water flow downstream of the 
barring in the River Volta Grande to Xingu will be reduced and river transport to the Bacajá River 
(a tributary of the right bank of the Xingu River) will be stopped. Currently, this is the only means 
of transport which indigenous and riverine communities have to reach Altamira, where they can go 
to meet doctors, dentists and do their business, such as selling fish and nuts (Belo Monte film, 
2012). Additionally, the project can generate around 18 thousand direct jobs and 80 thousand 
indirect jobs. The workers will be allocated in the nearby areas of the construction sites, in the cities 
of Altamira and Vitória do Xingu (Oliveira and Juste, 2010). This kind of allocation often leads to 
numerous social implications such as increase of poverty, epidemics, social clash among others. 
This is due to the fact that these cities do not have the infrastructure to cope with the sudden 
population growth, caused by the project, and once the constructions are over, the workers tend to 
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stay in these sites. Therefore unemployment and marginalisation will also be endemic aspects of 
those societies as they will most likely increase. As of today, even with the heavily protest and 
resistance movements, constructions are ongoing. 
The background information given above has given an introduction to what dam building and Belo 
Monte actually are and in what context they take place. This is necessary to understand the political 
and historical framework in which the protest movement is situated and the connection between 
what the indigenous people experience and what demands they make. 
 
Ch 6 - Current Status of the Indigenous People in Brazil  
 
In this chapter we will describe the indigenous people and their current situation. We will not give a 
long description of them, but rather focus on their protest movement. This includes their arguments, 
the organisations they work with and an analysis of their rhetoric. 
 
Current Status of the Indigenous People 
The so-called indigenous people in Brazil are estimated to make up one percent of Brazil’s 
population and have the official right of use to ten percent of the Brazilian Amazon (Rohter, 2010, 
page 211 ). Even though they are often simply referred to as “indigenous” they comprise of a large 
number of different and very heterogeneous communities (Survival International). It is still possible 
to find communities that live completely cut off from the rest of the world. In the last decades the 
number of indigenous people have tripled in a puzzling upsurge, which might cast doubt on the way 
they are counted and defined. According to the Brazilian constitution from 1988 the indigenous 
people have the right to their own territories and to live according to their own traditions (Virtual 
Brazil.com). However, these rights are often violated (U.S. Department of State, 2009) and the 
indigenous people are generally a marginalised group in the Brazilian society (Rohter, 2010). 
Brazilian authorities and the majority of the population often view any interference in the way the 
Amazon is administered with great hostility and as an attack on Brazilian sovereignty. This includes 
the indigenous people’s demands for their own territories and the right to self-determination, and 
they are therefore often regarded as working against the main interests of Brazil (Rohter, 2010). 
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Collaborators 
There are several organisation backing up the communities of the Xingu River, such as the NGOs 
Amazon Watch and Planéte Amazone. Then there is the governmental body FUNAI which has the 
role of protecting the rights of the indigenous people of Brazil. The focus here is on the support 
these communities are receiving from Amazon Watch and the role FUNAI plays.  
Amazon Watch, who is one of the main NGOs defending the communities of the Xingu River, has 
represented and stood up for causes concerning the Amazon’s natural environment and the 
indigenous people who inhabit the Amazon for over 15 years (Amazon Watch (6), 2012). 
Throughout their support they have together with these communities established a social movement 
over the years, but which was first truly induced with the introduction of new medias to help 
promote their cause. In other words, Amazon Watch have presumably recommended these 
communities to promote their cause through methods which Amazon Watch is familiar with. These 
methods are the same creative marketing approaches they utilise for other projects concerning 
similar issues, such as the Ecuadorian government who is planning to auction off oil development 
rights covering vast indigenous territory (Amazon Watch (6),2012). An example of the methods 
used is the short films produced, involving the Kayapo and Juruna communities and released 
through Internet sites such as YouTube and on their official website Amazonwatch.org. The short 
films do not only promote the causes concerning the people of the Xingu River, but simultaneously 
endorses Amazon Watch as a NGO, thereby also satisfying their interest of exposure. The short 
film being shared on Youtube has received attention from active users of the Internet, who have 
similar values in respects to the negative impacts these communities are facing. This along with 
other methods has started a social movement to the degree where the audience are taking matters 
into their own hands by the creation of additional films in which more supporters around the world 
are portraying their sentiments on the matter. This results in a larger network of individuals 
supporting the movement with their own interpretation and therefore perceptions, which further 
stimulates attention around the case.  
FUNAI5 is an organisation given the task of ensuring protection of indigenous peoples of Brazil, in 
regards to their rights and it is a part of the Brazilian government body. More specifically the role 
                                                          
5 FUNAI was established in 1967 replacing the Indian protective service SPI, founded in 1910. The replacement was 
due to corruption, exploitation and mass killings, which are elaborated in the article ‘Genocide’ by Norman Lewis in 
‘Sunday Times’.  
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of FUNAI is to create and implement policies to uphold the rights the indigenous people are entitled 
to, according to the Brazilian constitution and the indigenous statute.The support that FUNAI is 
providing the indigenous people of the Xingu River does not seem to live up to the expectations of 
these communities, which is made clear when examining the articles released on the shared website 
of the NGOs Planéte Amazone and Instituto Raoni. FUNAI has a legal responsibility as a 
governmental body to protect the rights of these people. One of their suggestions in regards to 
solutions is that the indigenous people should integrate into Brazilian society. This means having to 
move into nearby cities such as Altamira, entailing the beginning of a new way of life and forcing 
these communities to compete for jobs with citizens already living there and migrant workers 
(Amazon Watch (4), 2010).  
At a meeting organised by Norte Energía and with the attendance of some leaders from a few 
indigenous communities, FUNAI apparently gave green light to the approval by IBAMA, who 
agreed to the dams being built and suggested that the Xingu River was to be completely closed off. 
The leaders from the communities situated at the big bend of the River appeared at the meeting and 
disagreed, but they were supposedly ignored (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (9), 2012). 
Furthermore, Instituto Raoni and Planéte Amazone had created a petition with over 22.000 
signatures, targeting the president of FUNAI, Marcio Meira, and creating the Xingu Urgent Action 
Fund. This was in response to demarcations of their territory, which they wanted publically clarified 
by FUNAI. Because their territory is not properly recognized, they are having severe problems with 
cattle ranchers, ‘illegal settlers’ and gunmen presumably hired by commercial industry leaders in 
order to force them of the contested territory. The fund more specifically is designed to raise money 
to the indigenous individuals acting as guards at the borders, which will be used to sustain their 
ability to stay at the these post. This illustrates how the illegitimate actions of the government and 
lack of promised representation by FUNAI have made the indigenous people seek international 
assistance.  
 
Political arguments 
In this section the arguments against the building of the Belo Monte dam presented by the 
advocatory movement will be listed and analysed in regards to who the target recipients of these 
arguments are. 
The building of the Belo Monte dam is affecting the river Xingu and the indigenous communities 
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surrounding it. So there is a social and an environmental aspect to the case despite the advocatory 
movement attempting to frame it as only one. “The survival of the Indians and the survival of the 
forest are the two sides of the same coin. A few decades ago, there were so many forests they did 
not necessarily depend on each other. But today one protects the other” (Planète Amazon & 
Instituto Raoni (1), 2012). In the same sense, the arguments conducted by the indigenous and NGOs 
involved with this issue can be split up into social and environmental arguments. We have based 
our findings on the material available on the website of www.raoni.com which is a website made in 
collaboration between the NGOs “Instituto Raoni” and “Planète Amazon” both of whom are against 
the construction of the Belo Monte dam and the website www.amazonwatch.org funded by the 
NGO “Amazon Watch” which is also against the building of the Belo Monte.  
The environmental aspect of Belo Monte has the advantage (in regards to raising awareness) of 
being a global risk. The global effects the outcome of the issue can have forces people to take a 
stance, at least in theory. In reality, there are so many issues being framed constantly that even 
global risks are prioritised and measured in regard to the intensity of the threat. Like all other issues 
in the global public sphere, it has to be framed effectively to gain awareness. It should be noted that 
the NGOs “Instituto Raoni”, “Planète Amazon” and “Amazon Watch” all are advocating against the 
destruction of the rainforest, where the construction of Belo Monte is considered (by them) to be 
one of many instances of this issue. As to be expected, the argument to stop the destruction of forest 
due to the risk of global warming is being presented. It is being argued that deforestation is 
destroying “… one of the Earths main sources of oxygen”, asserting the severity of this particular 
risk compared to other risks. A large amount of numbers are being laid out in order to support these 
claims and it is also being concluded that within twenty years the rainforest will be gone and as a 
consequence there will be an increase in temperature of one to one and half degree. These points 
frame the issue in a global risk context (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (1 & 2), 2012). The 
point that, in the Amazon forest, dams are releasing methane (a greenhouse gas) is also raised but it 
is not very emphasized (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (3), 2012). The loss of biodiversity is 
another argument for stopping Belo Monte. Interestingly enough, this is not being framed as an 
ethical issue but is instead presented as a practical or risk issue. The movement mentions a number 
of different plants and how they are used in different forms of medicine (or that they contain 
substances that can also be found in different kinds of medicine). Anti-cancer medicine, leukemia, 
malaria and birth control are all being mentioned and the insinuation is that if the rainforest is 
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destroyed, these diseases will flare up. It is also being suggested that the cure for incurable diseases 
might be found in the Amazon’s fauna and flora. So the loss of biodiversity is being linked to an 
overshadowing global risk, the risk of disease. Especially cancer, leukemia and unexpected 
pregnancy are very valid risks in western societies. The connection to western societies is even 
being spelled out; “Every year western countries import tens of thousand tons of plants which are 
used in the pharmaceutical industries”. (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (4), 2012) 
The social arguments also have a predominately risk oriented approach. The movement proclaims 
that deforestation is not only destroying the people living there but also “… their culture, their 
knowledge and their science. Humankind is running the risk of being deprived of this knowledge”. 
So people should act, not because of ethical obligations but instead because of the fact that if the 
indigenous are extinct “we” lose ancient and unique knowledge (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni 
(5), 2012). 
Culture is mentioned as well. Even though the indigenous tribes might seem culturally alienated 
from other societies, it is being stressed that they are a symbol of “our” heritage. “… the modern 
world would lose their whole cultural heritage as well as know-how it stills needs today”. Once 
more the loss of the “modern world” is the selling point and at the same time the difference between 
their culture and other cultures is being emphasised with the distinction of the “modern world” 
(Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (5), 2012). 
The issue of human rights is also brought up. The Brazilian government is being accused of “… 
defying the international community, deliberately infringing the Human Rights…”. This is yet 
another example, of the attempt to conceive a feeling of involvement on the recipient’s end. It is not 
the act of abusing human rights, but instead the intentional ignoring of “the international 
community” that is being placed in the spotlight. The website also mentions that French firms are 
economically involved with the construction of Belo Monte and the author argues that this will 
stain the reputation of France (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (6), 2012). 
The argument of lack of legitimacy is being made. The ruling of the dam was declared illegal due to 
the lack of consultation with affected groups. This ruling was later overturned resulting in the 
author accusing Brazil of being a dictatorship. The author speculates that the energy created by the 
Belo Monte dam will be used to power a gold mine being built near the dam and not to the citizens 
of Brazil. The author also assert that Brazil has not consulted the indigenous groups surrounding the 
area despite having made promises to an “international community” and it is being mentioned that 
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multiple organizations including UN have concerns regarding Brazil’s actions when it comes to 
human rights (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (6), 2012). Amazon Watch also believes that the 
Brazilian government has not acted in accordance with the requirements set by licensing processes 
for construction in the Amazon (Amazon Watch, 2012). 
It is clear that a large part of the arguments made by the advocatory movement are targeted at 
international recipients. The claims are being presented with the concept of risk in focus. The 
appeal to human rights is also based on the notion that global rights of humans should be protected 
regardless of borders. The arguments presented by the advocatory movement is very coinciding 
with aspects of reflexive modernity, which suggests an awareness of potential international 
recipients. 
 
Rhetoric 
When looking at material concerning the indigenous people some themes seem to recur. This is the 
case no matter if you look at material produced by the indigenous themselves or by NGOs 
advocating the indigenous issue. It can be almost impossible to separate if it is the indigenous or the 
NGOs who are the original source and their rhetoric is almost similar. We will therefore describe 
and analyse them collectively. 
Although there can be found many written statements and speeches, a large part of the rhetoric and 
discourse surrounding the indigenous people is non-linguistic. This can for example be clothing or 
ways of acting. The indigenous people are shown with traditional “Indian” headdresses, body paint 
etc., and are often photographed while hunting or fishing in the Amazon or performing apparently 
traditional dance-rituals. (See appendix figure 5.6-5.9 for an illustration of this.)These things all 
seem to portray the indigenous peoples as having a unique, traditional and authentic culture, 
uninfluenced by the surrounding Brazilian society or other external forces. By using these symbols 
the Western myth of the uncivilised natives living in balance with nature is confirmed. These 
tendencies are also expressed directly when they describe their culture as the world’s “cultural 
heritage” (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (5), 2012) and use wordings as “our river” and 
position themselves in opposition to “the white man” (Juruna, Kayapo and Kayapo, 2011). This 
discourse is based on the perception of ethnicity as something primordial and stable. What makes 
this an interesting case is that it seems as if these “manifestations” of ethnicity are not a natural part 
of their everyday life, but on the contrary are staged performances. When you go through the 
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material about the indigenous people it becomes clear that they dress in “Western” clothes and live 
much more modern lives when the cameras are turned off. An example of this is chief Raoni’s 
famous lip plate, which has helped make him an official and unofficial representative of the 
indigenous struggle. However, he appears to be the only one having such a lip plate and it thus not 
representative at all. It is therefore necessary to analyse this discourse and ask why they are doing 
this, what it says about both themselves and their audience and what they might be gaining. 
When the indigenous and NGOs use symbols with connotations of “typical indigenous culture” 
they become part of a broader discourse about indigenous people, which is sustained by the UN and 
popular media representations, among others. The UN’s Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 
Peoples identifies culture and specific cultural manifestations as a part of being indigenous 
(UNDESA, 2009). Since the status as indigenous grants a group numerous special rights, it provide 
the indigenous people in the Amazon with a clear motive for fulfilling these requirements and 
expectations. Significantly, the indigenous people are aware that using stereotypical ethnic markers 
is necessary to gain attention and support for their case. A member of an indigenous community 
expresses this as “the world only looks when we are painted red”  (Belomonteofilme, 2012), 
referring to their traditional red body paint. This goes along with Fredrik Barth’s description of 
ethnicity as something voluntarily and chosen, as described earlier (Martinussen, 1997, p. 325). 
 
Throughout this chapter we have accounted for how the current situation of the indigenous is, how 
the indigenous presents themselves, who they work with and what their political arguments are. 
These political arguments can in short be divided into respectively social, cultural and 
environmental arguments. Furthermore we have shown how their rhetoric to a very large extent are 
centred around their indigenous identity. These findings indicate that the indigenous people feel 
marginalized in the democracy of Brazil and the discourse they use in the issue of Belo Monte leads 
us to believe that they want to target an international audience. In the next chapter we will 
investigate in what ways they are engaging these international actors. 
 
Ch 7 - Indigenous People and Political and Cultural Globalisation 
 
In this chapter we will make the link between the indigenous movement and globalisation with the 
help of the theories and concept we have introduced so far, in order to answer our research question. 
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We will go through how the indigenous movement is using media in the campaign and elaborate on 
what kind of political actions they have used and the democratic implications of this. Furthermore 
we will look at how they are constructing their ethnic identity and finally analyse the overall 
connection between the indigenous movement and globalisation. 
 
The Dual Aspect of Globalisation and the Use of New Media  
This section first brings attention to the paradox emerging between the Kayapo and the Juruna 
communities’ livelihoods, which are being negatively impacted by effects of globalisation, but at 
the same time these communities are actively using features of globalisation, such as contemporary 
media, in order to solve the problems they are facing. Furthermore, this section illustrates 
approaches in their overall protest such as social performances, which are perhaps advantageously 
being carried out to further mobilise their social movement. The section rounds of by giving an 
illustration of how new media has bestowed the indigenous communities with opportunities of 
representation on a global level.  
The indigenous communities of the Xingu River are being excluded from the processes of the 
legalisation of the construction of the dams. There has generally been a lack of transparency and 
involvement of civil society in regards to the environmental licensing process that has taken place, 
according to Reneta Pinheiro (Amazon Watch (5), 2011). 
The non-involvement of these communities in vital processes is highlighted through their attempts 
of getting into contact with key-representatives of the Brazilian government. The minimal 
communication between governmental officials and the indigenous communities, led to a petition 
consisting of several thousand signatures from both national and international supporters, brought 
to the capital Brasília in the form of a demonstration, on the 8th of February 2011. The 
demonstration led by members of the affected communities was yet another effort towards being 
heard and being taken seriously. The protesters aimed at having a meeting with the President of 
Brazil, Dilma Rouseff, but were declined by a governmental representative spokesperson, stating 
that she was not available (Amazon Watch (4), 2011). 
What is particularly interesting about their protests is the way it, as many other activities led by the 
Kayapo and the Jurununa communities, has been documented. These communities and their leaders 
are voluntarily partaking in international short films where renowned actors and actresses are 
narrating and film directors and producers such as James Cameron and Todd Southgate are 
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conveying the stories of these communities on an international scale. With the support from film 
producers and NGOs, they are succeeding in receiving the attention they have sought after, in order 
to convey their stance on the Belo Monte dam. Their position in society in this case has proven to 
be limited, as they have been excluded in important processes and are not able to establish meetings 
with governmental officials of the Brazilian state. 
With the features of contemporary globalisation, such as the Internet and the social networking 
tools available, leaders as Raoni Metuktire from the Kayapo community has utilized these 
opportunities in the pursuit of gaining attention around their case. Due to the utilization of these 
tools, the indigenous people are being represented better on an international stage than in 
comparison to the representation they receive in Brazil. Implying that the technological features of 
globalisation is helping position these communities better, as their protests are being successfully 
received by an international audience, where individuals are actively taking a stance in favour of the 
communities of the Xingu River. An example of their innovation in gaining attention and support 
on an international level, is how ‘One World Club’ held a concert the 29th of May 2012, with over 
30 artists in central London in order to support the NGO, Gaia foundation, who in turn supported 
the people of the Xingu River with the donations they received (Fame-magazine, 2012). 
Members of the Kayapo community are actively using mass media tools. The leader of the Kayapo 
community Raoni Metuktire and Planéte Amazone have together established Facebook pages 
promoting their cause and showcasing both Raoni’s website and Planéte Amazone’s 
website(Planète Amazon (2,3,4,5), 2012). Raoni also has a Twitter account and has founded his 
own NGO, ‘Instituto Raoni’(Instituto Raoni). Whether he physically created these or with the 
assistance and convincing from supporters is not clear. Regardless of the process of applying these 
new medias, this is yet another example of the indigenous communities seizing contemporary 
opportunities that are a result of an increasing globalised world. The use of these technological 
advanced communicational tools is providing their cause with an international audience. These 
tools are helping the communities to move beyond geographical boundaries, in regards to 
promoting their cause, which prior to this day and age has been near impossible. 
        The distance between time and space has decreased simultaneously with the progress of 
globalisation. The feature of contemporary medias and technological devices such as the 
communicational tools provided by the Internet, promote new levels of interconnectedness on a 
global scale, behaving as a platform for nearly instant transnational communication between 
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differing groups (Bilton, T. et al., 2002, p. 334). This has allowed a sharing of current information 
and knowledge, increasing levels of awareness, in this case, awareness around the people of the 
Xingu River and the issues they are facing.The increasing levels of interconnectedness have 
provided the indigenous communities with a greater voice so to speak. 
In connection to the usage the Internet and its tools, it appears as though they are employing 
complementary methods for gaining a wider audience attention. They are exercising approaches, 
which are possibly meant to recruit more members to their cause, resulting in mobilisation in terms 
of creating a social movement. These approaches being cultural factors, such as social 
performances, where the goal is to create cultural symbols in order to evoke sympathy, 
understanding and support within the audience. 
In short social performances are symbolic actions, which are interpreted by its present audience. It is 
‘’where human agency is located, constituting the ontological basis culture’’, furthermore social 
performances are one of the ways in which culture is created. (Johnston, 2009, p.7). 
Social movements in terms of performance entail a wide selection of activities, from 
demonstrations, marches, protest, conferences, presentations or violent confrontations which 
purposes are to target a wide audience. The target audience is usually the public, authorities or the 
media (Johnston, 2009).  Performances are also recognized as the activity of narrating. Raoni 
Metuktire, his community and supporters, are carrying out social performances. 
On June the 20th 2012, the French NGO Planète Amazone, met with the French president François 
Hollande at the Rio + 20 world summit, delivering a document signed by Raoni and other head 
representatives of the Kayapo community (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (8), 2012). This is an 
example of how the indigenous use social performances, as one of the ways towards gaining 
attention in order to reach their goal. As mentioned, narrating is a form of social performance, also 
utilised by the Kayapo and the Juruna through for example the documentary directed by Todd 
Southgate and released by Amazon Watch. The short film uses public opinion leaders, Susan 
Saradon and Joel David Moore to partially narrate the troubles faced by the communities, they are 
in a sense marketing the cause of the Kayapo and their neighbouring communities. It is also 
interesting to note that these two celebrities are the main characters in the popular film Avatar, 
which in this short film insinuates that there is a correlation between the movie and the struggle of 
the indigenous people affected by Belo Monte. In other words, the film Avatar can be seen as a 
symbol or inspiration of their struggle (Amazon Watch shortfilm august 12 2011).  
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‘’It was a regime of power in which a few were made visible to many, and in which the visibility of 
the few was used as a means of exercising power over the many’’ 
This quote is a point made by Foucault, translated into the word of John B Thompson (Thompson, 
2009 ). It refers to the power obtained by the bourgeoisie, which allowed a public visibility that 
civil society did not posses to the same degree. Its relevance roots in the contrast between 
traditional and contemporary society. Today visibility is obtainable by an extensively larger part of 
the population than previous historical societies. Which is demonstrated through the indigenous 
communities ability to increase their visibility internationally and by using this visibility to exert 
power. The increasing ability to obtain visibility amongst the general public due to media and new 
media especially, has contributed to a power shift, in the sense that it is today no longer only the 
elite who are capable of conveying their thoughts and opinions and thereby not the only ones 
capable of exercising informational power and mass influence. Today there is a nearly all 
encompassing access to information in terms of individual public opinions which can be gathered 
through new media such as blogs, forums, Facebook, YouTube, twitter etc. 
With this access and arguably forceful wave of influences, civil society is better equipped to filter 
and chose what they perceive as relevant or valid and can to a better degree express opposing views 
and have them nearly instantaneously projected internationally. With this said, the communities of 
the Xingu River are a part of this contemporary upsurge in the use of new medias and the 
capabilities it provides its users with. The indigenous and the NGOs are, as mentioned, actively 
taking advantage of these tools, especially as this seems to be the only way they can receive 
sufficient coverage of their case and obtain the representation they seek. This challenges the power 
relationship between the indigenous communities and its governing state. The increasing ability to 
affect groups of distant locales through information and images is an example of how media 
constitutes and shapes the contours of present society, which would not be so without the presence 
of media. 
 
Political action 
The previous section is explanatory of the methods used by the advocatory movement in hopes of 
achieving international awareness of the conflict of Belo Monte but the creation of awareness is not 
enough to change the issue. If a movement want political change through sub-politics it has to 
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suggest an action for the supportive individual actors to take. In this section we will look at some of 
the suggested actions by different NGOs and the outcome of these actions. 
In his theory of sub-politics Ulrich Beck focuses on change through the power of economic 
incentives. This is nevertheless not the only suggested action by advocatory groups. 
Instituto Raoni and Planète Amazon are collecting signatures on their shared website. The petition 
is a request for the halt of the construction of the Belo Monte dam. The petition is available for 
anyone with a connection to the Internet and more than 400.000 people have signed the petition 
(Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (7), 2012). This suggested action is incredibly easy, cost-free 
and not very time consuming. It can explain why the movement has managed to gain such a large 
amount of individuals to act. Nevertheless this action has not produced any measurable change.  As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, the signatures was brought to the parliament and shown to the 
government. No official response was given from the government. It is questionable if the 
government even should react to the petitions. If a large number (in this case it is a minimal number 
compared to population of Brazil) of individuals internationally disagree with the actions of a 
sovereign state but the population of the state consents, who should the government listen to? In the 
same spirit of vocalizing their disagreement with the Brazilian government, Amazon Watch has 
also created different events. On the 10th of December 2012, Amazon Watch asked people to 
deliver a (premade) letter, demanding justice in the Belo Monte case, to the nearest Brazilian 
embassy and afterwards take pictures of them holding signs advocating the discontinuance of the 
project (Amazon Watch (2), 2012). Amazon watch also has a petition going. The petition urges the 
judges overseeing cases filed against Belo Monte to rule on these cases (Amazon Watch & 
International Rivers, 2012). 
These actions are all based on the belief that national bodies should comply with international 
pressure. This notion is not a given and there is no political incentive for politicians to listen to the 
individual international actors. These strategies are at best useful for creating awareness and at the 
worst they are useless. At least in connection to successfully changing the outcome of social issues. 
NGOs thrives on the concept of awareness and action. In order not to get lost in the sea of issues 
and other advocatory groups, NGOs have to create progress and change or if that is not possible 
then an illusion of it. 
The action seemingly most probable of creating an actual impact is the attempt to get French 
corporations to cut their financial support of the building of Belo Monte. In June 2012 Planète 
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Amazon met with the French president Francois Hollande and handed him a letter urging him to 
ensure that France and its concerns to no longer collaborate on projects which would jeopardize 
Environmental and Human rights. The letter goes on to list how multiple French corporations have 
assets in the companies building the dam or are in other ways involved in the Belo Monte project. 
The French government is a shareholder in multiple of these corporations, but only has the majority 
of shares in a single company mentioned (Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni (8), 2012). The issue 
with the strategy proposed by the advocatory movement is that the action is very unclear and 
unrealistic. It is suggested that the French government should stop corporations from investing in 
certain companies on an international level. It seems very unlikely that the French government 
would supervise the actions of companies outside their own borders. The consequences of such 
rules would likely hurt the financial sector of France to a large degree. This makes it less likely that 
the French government will follow the action proposed by the NGO. At the moment France is 
negotiating with the Brazilian government regarding a multi-billion dollar order on airplanes, 
making the French government even more cautious of agitating the Brazilian government. (The 
Local, 2012) Another predicament with the appeal to the French government is that the NGO loses 
one of the important aspects of sub-political action, the circumvention of governmental bodies. In 
the end it is the French government and not the individual actors of the advocatory movement that 
becomes the deciding factor. Following the argument of Beck, the most suitable course of action 
would be a boycott of the involved companies or buying products from other companies more 
concerned with human rights and environment. In actuality there is according to the appeal of 
Planète Amazon only one company involved with the building of the Belo Monte dam at the 
moment. That is the company of Alstom, who provides material for the construction. The issue is 
that Alstom is not selling products or providing services to the population. So a boycott seems out 
of the question. The advocatory movement could however suggest a boycott of the French company 
of GDF Suez currently part of the construction of the dam Jirau. GDF Suez supplies electricity to 
French citizens, opening up the possibility of political consumerism. Of course this would be of no 
help to the indigenous people affected by the Belo Monte project.  
To summarize, the actions performed and proposed by the advocatory movement are insufficient. 
There are no incentive for the Brazilian government to listen to the complaints of the NGOs. In 
order to create change the movement needs an effective action, most likely of economic character. 
There is, however, no apparent possibility of creating such an action at this point in time. 
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Democracy and international sub-politics 
In this section we will discuss who the actors of social issues become when national issues are 
being contested by sub-political actions and discuss whether this political process can be considered 
to promote or decrease the idea of democracy. 
The critique of FUNAI and the accusations of illegitimate actions of the government voiced by the 
indigenous communities involved shows that the indigenous feel that they are not being properly 
represented and protected by the democratically elected government. The rules set by democracy 
dictates that discontent groups have to gain the support of the majority of society if they want to 
change the government. The issue with this approach is the possibility of continuous 
marginalisation of minority groups by the government. In the case of the indigenous in Brazil the 
risk is even more likely, because of the cultural and geographical distance between the indigenous 
and the rest of the population of Brazil. In cases of brazen mistreatment of minority groups with no 
apparent intervention of states, international sub-political actions can be used as a mean to solve 
this issue. This is clearly the perspective promoted by the advocatory movement of the indigenous 
people in the case of Belo Monte. It is nevertheless important to note that while international sub-
politics can try to remedy the shortcomings of democracy, sub-politics itself is not a democratic 
process.    
A common aim of international NGOs is to influence the outcome of national affairs or the policies 
of nation states. In other words, international movements are attempting to exert power over 
democratically elected governments (disregarding factors such as corruption6). In theory it could be 
argued that international NGOs represent the whole world so in essence it is an international 
democracy instead of a national democracy. For example indigenous people from all over the world 
have united through the UN to strengthen their position in their respective home countries (Yashar, 
2007, p. 166). However this very naïve idea of international sub-politics is far from the current 
situation. The reality is that the amount of influence and participation through NGOs varies greatly 
from country to country and region to region. 
The concept of a reflexive modernity is centered around certain norms and critical reflections being 
present in a society. So like Beck proclaims, there is no event that marks a shift in modernity. 
                                                          
6 Even if the argument of a government being corrupt was raised, new questions about authority arise such  as; who 
should decide which governments are corrupt or when is a government corrupt to a degree that sub-political action is 
advisable. Another counter-argument would be that the political power will not be restored to the population of a 
corrupt government, it will merely shift to international actors. 
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Perhaps it is even misleading to speak of societies being either industrial societies or reflexive 
societies. A more apt approach would be to place societies on a spectrum with industrial and 
reflexive at the ends of the spectrum. We argue that many western societies are more reflexive 
compared to the rest of the world so they also have a larger amount of individual actors trying to 
influence the rest of the world through advocatory movements.   
In the same sense, the actions of economic boycott and political consumerism are naturally 
interconnected with the general welfare and consumption of individuals in a state. The more an 
individual consumes, the larger an effect a cease in consumption will have. People who are well-off 
also have more economic leeway to buy a more expensive brand if they feel a certain product is 
politically incorrect. This relation between economy and political influence indicates yet another 
inconsistency between the idea of democracy and sub-political action. An example of international 
consumers’ political actions contradicting (perhaps) with the wishes of the population affected 
could be on the issue of child labour. It is not “politically correct” to hypothesise it (made clear 
from the large support these anti-child labour campaigns receive), but in many cases the option of 
child labour is the lesser of two evils. Removing the income option of one family member seems 
very unlikely to be the preferred political choice for individuals in the affected states. This is a 
glaring example of how sub-political actions can be used to push moral convictions onto nations 
without their democratic consent. NGOs are creating a way for individuals weighed down by the 
risk of buying products produced by children, to abolish this feeling of shame by switching product. 
Yet the actors disregard the consequences and wishes of individuals in the manufacturing country.   
When considering international sub-political actions pursuing the goal of state intervention or 
condemnation, such as collecting signatures, staging large protests or official appeals, it would be 
foolish to believe that each country holds the same amount of political influence. The nation state of 
Botswana does not demonstrate the same political leverage as Germany. The outcome being that 
NGOs will appeal to citizens of specific nations to apply pressure to their respective governments. 
The fruition of sub-political action then becomes dependent on the issue that is being framed, is 
conflicting with the norms of politically powerful nations. The case of the Belo Monte dam is an 
example of this approach. The French government has financial shares in the companies financing 
parts of the Belo Monte project. As a result the focus of the advocatory movement lead by the 
indigenous is the French state and its citizens. This is very evident when the amount of 
informational material produced in French is outweighing the amount of material in Portuguese, 
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Spanish and English. There are also twice as many French supporters of the movement on social 
networks compared to all other nationalities combined7 and Raoni and other indigenous leaders 
have appeared on French national television (Canal Plus France, 2012). All these observations 
support the theory that the advocatory movement’s focal point is France. In the hypothetical 
scenario of the advocatory movement being successful in getting the French government to stop the 
cooperation of French corporations with Brazil, it would be clashing with the concepts of state 
sovereignty and democracy. Individual actors in France become a part of the political conflict in 
Brazil. The French population and the advocatory movement (representing a political minority in 
Brazil) develop into an important and powerful factor in a national matter8. Technically, it is not 
even these actors but the French government that becomes the factor (this is because the movement 
is appealing for the French government to act instead of individuals acting). A “positivist” might 
argue that the individual actors (in this case French citizens) have the ability to govern the French 
government because the government relies on their votes, but a “realist” argument would be, that 
the French government will only act as advised by the movement if it is favorable for the French 
state. Following the reasoning of the realist point of view, the sub-political action no longer holds 
any weight because it once again relies on institutional systems. Even if one adheres to the 
positivist belief, it is still undeniable that these events are not democratic in regards to the Brazilian 
people. 
International sub-politics becomes an opportunity for minority groups in a national context to 
address western societies through the appeal of moral and ethical norms in order to achieve political 
aims, which is the case with the campaign against Belo Monte. In other cases it becomes 
international movements trying to change state policies without any substantial support in the 
affected state. This is not to say that the outcomes of these movements are inherently negative, we 
will not be the normative judges of the results, we will merely specify who has the possibility of 
utilising this trend of political action. In the current form sub-politics on an international level 
appear to be to a large extent euro- and America-centric norm or risk oriented issue lobbying, which 
can seem paradoxical considering what an all-embracing mantra democracy is in western societies. 
The fact that the indigenous people in this case are complaining of not being democratically 
                                                          
7 comparison of (Planète Amazon (2), 2012) to (Planète Amazon (3), (4) and (5), 2012)  
8 The success of this scenario would most likely not stop the building of the dam, but it would most certainly 
halt the progress momentarily. Therefore it is fundamental to consider France as a potential political factor in 
this conflict. 
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represented while using non-democratic processes in hopes of overturning a democratically 
supported action presents another paradox. Instead of speaking of a political globalisation in the 
context of sub-politics, it is more precise to speak of a internationalisation of sub-politics. If the 
indigenous movement wishes to gain international support it is thereby pressured to work under the 
conditions put up by Western norms and consumers, despite its local origins. 
 
The construction of indigenous identity 
In this section we will examine the construction of ethnic identity of the indigenous peoples in the 
Brazilian Amazon. As we have stated earlier on, we understand ethnicity to be socially constructed, 
so this is not what we are discussing here. The focus will be on how and why the ethnic identity of 
the indigenous has emerged, and on the possible links to globalisation. 
As described in the section on ethnicity, there are several different explanations for the emergence 
of ethnic identities. Some claim that globalisation triggers a fear of a homogenous monoculture and 
thereby provokes ethnic identities or make already existing identities stronger (Bilton et al., 2002). 
This could very well be the case for the indigenous people in the Amazon who because of 
expanding commercial activities are increasingly brought into contact with other cultures. Paul 
Brass claims that it often is in the meeting with other and different people that ethnic identity is 
made visible (Brass, 1991, p. 18), which fits this explanation. However, he also states that ethnic 
identities emerge under specific circumstances and always serves a purpose (Brass, 1991, p. 13). In 
his understanding the occurrence of ethnic groups reflect conflicting interests within a society to the 
degree that they can be labelled as “political movements” (Martinussen, 1997, 325). The heightened 
awareness of ethnic identity among the indigenous people (Yashar, 2007) and the whole idea of 
labelling themselves as indigenous could therefore be a response to the struggle for territory and 
resources in the Amazon. In the struggle for scarce resources, an ethnic identity that entails a 
special right to the land gives the indigenous people a foundation for their claims and serves as a 
uniting element. According to Paul Brass, conflicts between ethnic groups, as the one seen in the 
Brazilian Amazon, often arise under changes in the power balance, for example the central power 
from the state (Brass, 1991, p. 244). Globalisation theories often highlight how globalisation has 
decreased or at least altered state power and in some cases caused a power-vacuum. The rise in 
ethnic awareness among the indigenous could therefore also be seen as a response to the, in some 
aspects, weakened Brazilian state. For example have the Brazilian state on some areas committed to 
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follow international declarations and organisations as the UN (United Nations, 2007). It therefore 
makes more sense for the indigenous to take their struggle to an international level through their 
ethnic identity instead of only targeting the Brazilian state. It is important to note that even though it 
on a theoretical level might be most effective for the indigenous to appeal to the international 
community, this is not always the case. Brazil has often failed to respect the declarations and 
treaties that it has signed (Yashar, 2007, p. 167) and there is often no legal consequences for this.  
These different models of explanation might explain why the indigenous base their claims on their 
ethnic identity. Another question is how this identity is constructed, and our argument is that this is 
mainly done through the discourses and discursive practices they employ. This both include their 
way of talking, the symbols they use and practices and actions they perform. According to the 
understanding of discourse we use in this project, discourses are productive and have real 
consequences for the people using them (Hall, 1997, p. 44.) Discourses construct what they speak 
about, they construct specific cultural perceptions of reality and they make some things seem 
natural and taken for granted (Pedersen, 2009). This means that when the people in the Brazilian 
Amazon start using words as “indigenous” and “ancient culture” they create an identity as 
indigenous that was not there before. Furthermore, it makes the idea of indigenousness seem as 
something natural, which has always been there. When identities and subject-positions are created 
through discourses they are imbedded with expectations and hierarchical positions. When the 
indigenous people take on the identity of indigenous this forces them into a specific relationship to 
the Brazilian state, NGOs etc. Likewise, they have to live up to the expectations to indigenous 
people – for example to have a specific lifestyle, which again enhances the strength of the 
indigenous identity. 
 
Summary and concluding remarks 
It is a commonly held belief that indigenous movements in Latin America were caused by 
globalisation, yet this link of causality can be hard to prove (Yashar, 2007, p. 160). In this 
connection it is important to distinguish between origins of a movement and its current 
manifestations. The discourse, social movements as the indigenous use, should thus not be confused 
with their goals (Yashar, 2007). When one looks at the claims made by the indigenous it is clear 
that they basically are state-centred. Even though the indigenous movements throughout Latin 
America have taken their campaigns to an international level, the things they want to achieve are in 
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the end granted by the state. These are for example better political representation and constitutional 
rights. When it comes to the indigenous movements relationship to the state it is a paradox that they 
ask for greater rights and more democratic influence but at the same time demands a larger degree 
of autonomy and to be exempted from democratic decisions. This is the case with the indigenous 
communities opposing Belo Monte who both complain about their lack of influence in the political 
process (Amazon Watch (3), 2010), but also attempts to overturn the democratic decision of 
building Belo Monte.  
It might very well be that the causes for the indigenous movements should be found on a national 
level. On the other hand, the discourse used is clearly oriented towards an international audience, 
utilising ideals of minority-protection and human rights that might not be very effective on their 
domestic scene. The indigenous might in this way merely be taking advantage of the opportunities 
globalisation offers and turn to the international community when they don’t gain results with the 
national authorities. The significance of globalisation should thus not be found in the existence of 
indigenous movements, but in their development, expression and methods (Yashar, 2007). That the 
indigenous movement after all has reached a certain magnitude can be attributed to the stronger 
position of social movements that is caused by globalisation, and to the resources provided by 
international connections (Yashar, 2007). Furthermore, the fact that the indigenous movements are 
exactly indigenous and centred around ethnic identities instead of for example class is caused or 
enhanced by globalisation (Yashar, 2007). Many non-indigenous people, for example local 
fishermen and farmers, will be greatly affected by the Belo Monte dam (Belomonteofilme, 2012). 
That the indigenous should become the centre of attention is thus not self-given. The importance of 
identity in reflexive modernity makes ethnic identities a strong foundation for social movements in 
a globalised world. The decreasing significance of left-right politics after the end of the Cold War is 
further contributing to this (Yashar, 2007). With the collapse of the Soviet Union, capitalism has 
been widely accepted as the prefered economic model. It was thereby no longer the left-right 
division that structured the political world, which enabled identity and value-based politics to 
capture a prominent position. Ethnic identities have in this way both been intensified and politicised 
(Yashar, 2007). The way the indigenous movements work brings attention to the limits of state 
sovereignty and their discourse questions the state’s legitimacy in exercising power within it’s own 
territory. That this, together with the ethnic focus, is seen as a fruitful approach is caused by new 
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and globalised way of doing politics. Nevertheless, it is still the state that has the final say, even if it 
might be influenced by non-state actors. 
 
Ch 8. Conclusion 
 
In this project we have proposed an answer to the question: 
- How are the indigenous people of the Brazilian Amazon responding to the construction of the Belo 
Monte dam and how is their response being influenced by globalisation in the context of political 
globalisation and new media?   
Throughout this project we have examined and argued how the indigenous communities of the 
Xingu River are responding to the construction of the Belo Monte dam and how their response is 
possibly being influenced by globalisation in the context of political globalisation and new media. 
Firstly we have discovered that there are several aspects involved in answering our research 
question, and that these aspects are all interlinked with each other. In order to reach a conclusion on 
these matters it has proven necessary to grasp what these aspects entail and how they can be 
comprehended and answered. This is where our working questions are introduced, providing us 
with guidelines of how to reach a full picture in regards to the actual research question. 
The research and analysis in this project have been guided by the applied theories and concepts, but 
since we have used an inductive approach, the case in itself and the paradox between apparently 
ancient indigenous culture and the use of new media was our starting point. The main concepts used 
in this project is ethnic and indigenous identity, media, and globalisation. More specifically we 
have focused on the construction of ethnicity, new forms of media and political globalisation with a 
special emphasis on sub-politics and how this relates to democracy. We chose discourse analysis as 
our primary method, since this allowed us to look at how the indigenous people constructed their 
identity and at the same time analyse how this was connected with new ways of gaining political 
influence in a globalised world. 
The way the indigenous communities have responded to Belo Monte is manifested in several ways. 
They have exercised their role as a part of civil society by trying to establish a dialogue with 
governmental officials, such as the Brazilian President herself, by leading protests, demonstrations 
and establishing petitions in order to get through to them. Moreover they are supposed to be 
represented by the governmental body FUNAI, but FUNAI has according to the indigenous failed 
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to do this properly. The lack of communication and results are essentially what can be said to have 
led these communities to consider other options for gaining representation and eventually made 
them target an international audience. They have expanded their protest to an international level, by 
the use of one of the driving forces of globalisation, the internet. This has presumably been carried 
out with the assistance of some of the main NGOs representing them, such as Amazon Watch and 
Planète Amazon. These NGOs have dedicated much of their websites to advocating the case of 
Belo Monte, which is exemplified through the short movie they released on their website portraying 
the struggles of the Xingu communities. Moreover NGOs have created profiles on Facebook and 
Twitter, further exemplifying the way NGOs and the indigenous communities are using new media 
to carry out their protest. The increasing interconnectedness and shortening of time and space has 
allowed these communities to get into contact with celebrities which further helps endorsing their 
case. These are all methods being used in an attempt to gain attention on a global scale. Whether 
they actually have reached attention on a global scale is up for discussion, but they have definitely 
reached an international audience through these new methods, and thereby managed to gain 
representation on an international level rather than just in their own country.  
 
The key character of this development is the possibility for minorities nationally to engage in social 
interaction internationally with reflexive individuals. Individuals who are critical towards the 
legitimacy of industries and nation-states, who feel political actions should surpass nation 
sovereignty and are politically active in issues regarding norms or moral issues. However to gain 
their support the indigenous must create a narrative where they have to stage certain 
cultural/ethnical symbols and adapt the discourse of the countries they are appealing to. This is 
exemplified in their arguments and rhetorics. Sub-politics opens up the ability for individuals to 
circumvent parliamentary systems and try to create political change through a catalyzation of 
individual actions. In the current case the effectiveness of their campaign has not been measurable. 
The NGOs in this case have been effective at gaining publicity in France and questioning or 
concluding that the Brazilian state is illegitimate in its actions, but the concept of legitimacy is only 
a justification for action, an action needs to follow. The advocatory movement has gained a 
following, but it is at the moment lacking an effective action for these individuals to take. If the 
movement was to succeed it would be a highly non-democratic process. The concept of sub-politics 
is based on variables that are not equal for each individual. Aspects such as income, information, 
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nationality and effort are contributing to the amount of impact the action of each individual actor 
has. The concept of “one man, one vote” democracy is dependent on the fact that each vote has the 
same leverage. Sub-politics bring too many factors into play, so the possibility of a global sub-
political democracy seems unlikely even if a global culture of reflexivity emerged.  
Political globalisation has not altered the conflict in Brazil. It has however changed the discourse of 
it because the indigenous people are engaging in a political cooperation with societies that have a 
certain discourse, and to gain success and the most support possible the indigenous people have 
therefore adapted to this.    
 
Globalisation has changed the way people make use of ethnic identities. With reflexive modernity’s 
focus on identity and left-right politics’ decreased role in structuring political struggles and 
divisions, ethnicity has become a prominent factor when it comes to creating political awareness 
and  uniting people for political action. This is even to the degree where ethnic groups can be said 
to be regular political movements. The upsurge in ethnic movements is thus not an arbitrary 
process, but serves a purpose and reflects new conditions for political movements. Ethnic identities 
are primarily used in the discourses people employ to justify their demands. These discourses are in 
a globalised world mainly articulated through media, particularly new media. New media forms 
allow actors to use both language and visual symbols to create the myth of for example the ancient 
and authentic indigenous culture. The political role of ethnicity is illustrated through the way the 
concept of indigenous has become an important political factor, mainly through the UN’s 
endorsement of the concept. When the UN acknowledges the identification as indigenous as a valid 
reason for special rights, this places indigenous peoples in a powerful position in relationship to 
their home countries. 
It is nevertheless impossible to discuss the utilisation of ethnic identities without discussing the 
nature of ethnicity itself. The discourse applied by the indigenous has an implicit understanding of 
ethnicity as something primordial and unalterable. These ethnic identities are however not self-
given, which the rise in ethnic awareness is an illustration of. Through the use of “ethnic” symbols 
and rhetoric circling around ancient culture and a “natural” relationship to their territories the 
indigenous people create and maintain their identity as indigenous. The discourse they use is thus 
not just descriptive, but takes part in creating their understanding of themselves and what it means 
to be indigenous. The different elements of ethnic identities as language and clothing-style might 
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not be new, but the huge awareness of them as ethnic markers and the way they are utilised by 
political movements have been changed by globalisation. This particular case illustrates how ethnic 
identity has become a global power factor and place previously disregarded minority groups in a 
more powerful position. New technology has connected groups across the globe and weakened the 
connection with their local settings to the degree where you can talk about a “transnational 
citizenship”. In some cases a status as an ethnic minority can be a more powerful tool than actual 
parliamentary representation or official political rights. This is the case of the indigenous who have 
not gained results through their constitutional rights, but to some extent have been successful 
making use of their ethnicity in non-parliamentary action. It should however be noted that the 
symbolic power of ethnicity not always results in actual power, which the lack of significant recent 
results for the indigenous people in Brazil is an illustration of. 
Even though globalisation plays a significant role in the way the indigenous communities have 
constructed their protest and in the fact that it is centered around ethnic identity, it is important not 
to confuse this with the origin and motives for their protest. 
The indigenous are protesting against the dam because they anticipate and fear that it will destroy 
their livelihood and endanger their current lifestyle. Even though international commercial interests 
might be a part of the project, it is essentially state-centred. The demands the indigenous 
communities make are in the end aimed at the Brazilian government, even if they try to create 
international pressure to attain their goals. The problem in itself is thus not a result of globalisation, 
but the way the indigenous communities are responding certainly is. Since many of the 
phenomenons shaping this case can be found around the globe - for example political globalisation 
and the politicisation of ethnicity - Belo Monte is an example of the kind of protests based around 
international norms, values or issues unique to contemporary society. 
 
Afterthoughts  
The epistemological and ontological basis of our project is fundamental in order for the analysis to 
make sense. Therefore to consider changing the epistemology and ontology would result in the 
outcome of a very different project. The political aspect of our work would still hold weight but the 
analysis of how the indigenous construct their identity is intertwined with constructionism. 
The choice of using qualitative methods to aid us in answering our research question is not 
something we regret. There has however been certain restrictions. It can be problematic analysing 
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translated text and speech, however as we also mentioned in the methods chapter, the recipient of 
the information is Western audiences legitimizing our choice. A large part of the actions and 
information of the advocatory movement was carried out in French or Portuguese which limited the 
amount information available for our use. We could have used quantitative methods throughout the 
project such as comparing how many times words connected to culture was used by indigenous 
now and earlier but this approach would not circumvent the issues we faced using qualitative 
method. 
In regards to limitations in terms of money or time, it would not have changed the outcome of our 
project in any substantial way. Our project is focused on how the indigenous are addressing 
individuals in other countries, so traveling to Brazil would not be very helpful in regards to 
investigating this. Interviews with some of the indigenous actors could perhaps be helpful in 
determining to what degree they are aware of the power involved with culture but then again, if 
they were aware of it they would most likely not admit it. 
As mentioned earlier, our theories on construction of identity is a large part of the project so 
changing these theories would create a completely different project. Much of our analysis is based 
on this perception, and without it much of the project would not make sense. Our theory of sub-
politics could be changed with theories regarding a more national level of political power play. We 
have to a large extent focused on the shift in power for individuals and NGOs in an international 
context. A project analysing what these developments have done to Brazil’s power as a nation is a 
justifiable choice. 
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Figure 5.1 Source: MyWeb, 2012 [online] Available at 
(http://myweb.unomaha.edu/~kpage/Latin_America/TheMapsPage.htm) 
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Figure 5.2 Amazon deforestation source: National Institute for Space Research [online] Available at 
(http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/nov/28/amazon-deforestation-record-low) 
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Figure 5.3 Main Buildings in Brazil with installed capacity of over or equal to 30 thousand MW source: 
International Rivers Organization [online] Available at 
http://www.internationalrivers.org/resources/principal-dams-brazil-4582 
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Figure 5.4 Dams planned in the Amazon source: dams-info.org [online] Available at http://dams-info.org/en 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Xingu Basin source: banktrack.org [online] Available at 
http://www.banktrack.org/show/companyprofiles/andritz 
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Figure 5.5 The municipalities around the Xingu River source: globo.com[online] Available at 
http://g1.globo.com/economia-e-negocios/noticia/2010/04/belo-monte-sera-hidreletrica-menos-produtiva-e-
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Figure 5.6 
Indigenous leader Raoni Metuktire holding a list of signatures from indigenous leader expressing the 
opposition of the building of the Belo Monte dam 
Source Planète Amazon & Instituto Raoni. 40. [image online] Available at: 
<http://raoni.com/images/editos/40.jpg> [Accessed 18 December 2012]  
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Figure 5.7 
Protester burning a doll representing the Brazilian president at a protest against the building of the Belo 
Monte dam. The protest was being held in Sao Paulo. 
Source: Global Voices. Demotix Cris Faga Belo Monte. [image online] Available at: 
<http://globalvoicesonline.org/2011/08/24/brazil-belo-monte-global-action/> [Accessed 18 December 2012]  
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Figure 5.8 
Demonstration against the construction of Belo Monte 
Source: Rainforest Rescue. Protest Belo Monte. [image online] Available at: <https://www.rainforest-
rescue.org/mailalert/876/belo-monte-your-profits-are-ruining-our-lives> [Accessed 18 December 2012]  
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Figure 5.9 
Indigenous leader Raoni Metuktire alongside a journalist and a filmproducer on the red carpet at a Cannes 
festival. 
Source: Sulekha. Jean-Pierre Dutilleux Raoni Metuktire Patrick Poivre d’Arvor. [image online] Available at: 
<http://newshopper.sulekha.com/jean-pierre-dutilleux-raoni-metuktire_photo_1312865.htm> [Accessed 18 
December 2012]  
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Study Portfolio 
Our expectations to our project work were first and foremost to gain more experience in working in 
groups and to learn how to write a problem-oriented project. Moreover we assumed that we would 
gain much knowledge beyond the mandatory subjects offered on first semester and get the 
opportunity to concentrate exclusively on one topic and thus get a much deeper and more detailed 
understanding of it. Our expectations were verified as we have gained more insight into what it 
means to be an active member of a group, where working together on a project is an equal 
responsibility in regards to the final product and we have furthermore achieved the knowledge we 
hoped for.  
In the beginning of the process of writing this project, the present group was formed around a 
shared interest of the indigenous people in Brazil. We chose the topic of the Belo Monte dam and 
the country of Brazil. Embarking on this journey of project work was at first an opaque experience 
as it was hard to determine exactly how our work would turn out. Foolishly, we assumed that we 
had a sufficient topic and an adequate research question. In the following meetings with our 
supervisor we quickly learned how broad our angle to the project was. Our motivation often 
resulted in unrealistic endeavours, as we thought we could tackle several angles and an 
overwhelming amount of sub questions. An important lesson we have learned from this experience 
is that the process of finding the right focus of a project is a long and meticulous task. This is 
however, and it cannot be stressed enough, truly the foundation of your project and therefore it 
should never be rushed. Attempting to write a satisfactory project based on a careless and 
inadequate research question is a Sisyphean task. We also gained an understanding of the 
importance of having a relevant and new case. There has been dams constructed in the Amazon 
rainforest earlier, that in itself is not worth researching. It seems that the consensus of the staff on 
RUC is that there is no point in writing an assignment someone else has already written. We 
thoroughly agree with that, a project should always strive to bring something new and useful to the 
table. In the end, we managed to devise a pleasing research question and as we progressed with our 
meetings and work, we received a clearer picture of how our project would turn out. Having laid the 
foundation for our project, we continued the process with a more confident and excited mindset. 
Not to say it was smooth sailing from there on out. Of course we made small changes and fixes to 
our working questions, theories and methods along the way, in an attempt to achieve the most 
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illuminating result possible. There was scepticism among certain members of the group in regards 
to the effectiveness of learning by doing project work, from the beginning of the course. Some 
individuals still voice certain concerns while others have received a new found respect for this style 
of learning.  
 
It can be a daunting task to work intensely with a group for multiple months. There is a great divide 
between the hasty and bland project work encountered in earlier stages of the academic system and 
the work we were tasked with this semester. Consequently, we went into this project heedfully but 
at the same time we remained optimistic and anxious to achieve a good group dynamic.  As we did 
not know each other before hand, it was a bit of a mystery whether we would be able to work well 
together, but we assumed that the cooperation between us would turn out at least satisfactory as all 
four of us gave an impression of being motivated and open for discussion. Keywords such as 
compromising, flexibility, respect and being open-minded became of greater importance during this 
period in order to make sure everyone was being an essential part of our work. Whether it was luck 
or good judgement, our group has had a very good dynamic. There have been no petty arguments or 
childish behaviour amongst each other in the group and our cooperation was more than satisfactory. 
Comparing our experiences to other groups, this could be considered a minor miracle. We might in 
fact have expected a mild power struggle, since this was one of the matters we were warned about 
at one of our house meetings. This never seemed to appear in our group. This can perhaps be 
attributed to the mellow traits of all four group members. We are all four relatively modest and 
mature in the sense that we do not really have anything to prove to one another. We have been very 
supportive and understanding towards each other and given room for disagreements and different 
ways of working. It has allowed individuals to come forward with issues that might normally be 
difficult or seem intimidating to vocalise.             
We did not have designated roles in our group. In the beginning Zachery was the communicator 
between the group and our supervisor but this task as all other task in our group became dispersed 
and random. We tended to delegate task according to the present situation, what seemed most 
natural and the most efficient. Furthermore, we were equally good at volunteering if and when there 
was a need for it. As a result of having no “leader” in our group, all group decisions were made in a 
democratic fashion. This ensured that everyone felt heard but the time used for decision making 
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became substantially longer and it can in some situations be helpful to have an elected person who 
has the final say when there are disagreements. 
 
The additional literature required for writing the project has been vast and particularly interesting. 
The fact that we personally chose the topic of the project and therefore also the literature has 
ensured our interest and thereby sparked further motivation. Some of the literature is reminiscent of 
the literature given throughout our course subjects, while other parts of the material are very 
different, as it is very specific to the topic of our project and we have used very different methods. 
The literature for our course subjects gave a good fundamental understanding of the social sciences 
and the literature from project work contributed with concrete examples complimenting our basic 
knowledge.  
One of the things we have learned is how to narrow down and understand the importance of making 
room for possible future alterations, as this seemed to become an increasing trend in our process. 
This is where our supervisor, Paul Stacy played a vital role, as he would guide and assist us in 
predicting where we were going wrong or possibly about to go wrong. Or even letting us know 
where our strengths were, giving us a better comprehension of what standards to meet. Having a 
supervisor provided our group with more clarity during periods of confusion and gave us food for 
fuel in regards to inspiration of what sort of literature would be interesting to our topic. Also, we 
had opposing group seminars and seeing that the opposing group is roughly delving into the same 
topic, it proved to be especially effective in regards to inspiration. 
 
The project work was organized into chapters, where at first we would each choose a preferred 
chapter and work on it. Along the way we ended up helping each other with the individual chapters 
or even traded with each other. Even though we wrote individually, we would always discuss and 
comment on what the members had written to make sure that the project became coherent and that 
we agreed on our analysis and conclusion. To help facilitate this activity we used tool 
“googledocs”, which has proven to be an absolute necessity in writing this project. This way we 
could consistently monitor each other’s progress, ensure cohesiveness and work as a group when 
geographical differences would have made it otherwise impossible. 
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In regards to meetings we made sure to meet up a minimum of twice a week to begin with and as 
we progressed we met up approximately four times a week. Besides having physical meeting and 
work sessions, we also created a facebook group from the very beginning where we have been 
extremely active throughout the entire semester. The facebook group has been an important factor 
to our daily communication, it allowed us to constantly share impulsive ideas and thoughts around 
the project, it was also a great way of sharing information and relevant links and just overall a 
motivating factor.  
 
Problem oriented project work has given us an insight into how important structure, planning and 
the research phase is. The structure in regards to the problem formulation for example, was quite a 
task as our problem formulation changed several times. This had to do with our angle of the project 
being altered as we became wiser. With that said, the structure of the entire project was also a bit of 
a mystery to begin with, but also became clearer as we went along and due to helpful meetings with 
our supervisor. Even though we have been decent in regards to planning meetings and the work 
load, we could have been even better at finding a more concrete plan of how much time we would 
want to use on figuring out what exactly to write about as well as figuring out the duration of the 
research phase. These were very time consuming task, which prevented us from truly getting 
started. With that said, as soon as we were more or less sure of these factors, we accelerated at a 
pace that would allow us to finish in due time. 
One of the main difficulties during the project work process was finding an angle to our project 
which was not too broad. Amendments to our angle were made on several occasions, which at times 
affected our literature by making some of it more or less irrelevant. This would prolong our 
research phase in some areas. With that said, when we found the preferred angle we went full-
fledged with the research and writing, ensuring that we were on top of deadlines. During the project 
work, it was at time necessary to discuss our different understandings of the project, guaranteeing 
that we were not going in different directions.                                                                                      
Even though finishing the project on time has not been a problem we will probably wish to 
distribute the work load a bit more evenly through the semester. Another difficulty for us was that 
there was a big confusion about the specific requirements for the project and for the coming project 
exam and we were thus sometimes unsure of what was expected from us. 
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In general, working in a group and using the problem-oriented method have been a good and very 
educational experience. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
